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Introduction
Molecular electronics is the bottom-up approach to the ultimate miniaturiza-tion of circuits, using individual molecules as the basic building blocks [1, 2].While the idea itself is many decades old, only recently we have gained theexperimental and theoretical capabilities necessary to do basic research in thisfield. Compared to silicon-based electronics, the long term goal is to providea smaller, faster, cheaper and more flexible alternative. Even if it eventuallyturns out that conventional architectures cannot be efficiently replaced, a lotof valuable insight into novel quantum transport phenomena will have beengained. Today, an interdisciplinary field has emerged, combining efforts ofmesoscopic physics, chemistry, material science and electrical engineeringamong others.
Modern molecular electronics were arguably born by the work of Aviram andRatner [3] showing how single molecules can act as rectifiers. Due to the lackof fitting experimental techniques, a dry spell followed, which recently madeway for tremendous progress: on the experimental side, the invention of thescanning tunneling microscope provided the tool to measure the conductanceof single molecules. Although still a big challenge due to the large fluctuationsin the acquired data, these measurements were carried out successfully,also using techniques like mechanically controlled or electrochemical breakjunctions. Early attempts of describing the new phenomena theoreticallywere succeeded by the development of the non-equilibrium Green’s functionformalism. Its application to quantum transport through molecules waspredominantly pioneered by Landauer, Büttiker, Meir and Wingreen. Espe-cially when combined with sophisticated electronic structure descriptions likedensity functional theory, the resulting ab-initio predictions are reasonablyclose to experiment and became today’s standard.
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Within molecular electronics, time-dependent phenomena are an appealingtopic due to the possibility of manipulating the current in a junction, i.e.enhancing or decreasing the conductance by an external electromagnetic field[4, 5]. It may be possible to create optoelectronic elements like photoswitchesand contacted molecules can be identified by their optical properties whenemitting [6]. Below the respective plasma frequency, the laser induces anoscillating voltage of unknown amplitude in the leads and can thereforebe modelled by an ac voltage under the assumption that only the leadsare absorbing. This makes it possible to investigate interesting questionsregarding rectification processes (also called photon-assisted tunneling), theformation of higher harmonics in the current trace or the dependence ofthe ac current on the incident frequency. Radiation-induced dc currents havebeen observed in molecular junctions by STM experiments, predominantly inthe microwave regime [7], but also for optical frequencies [8], and confirmedto at least partially originate from rectification processes. For the theoreticalinterpretation of these experiments, the heuristic approach of Tien andGordon is largely still in use [9], combined with a dc transmission usuallycalculated within density functional theory. Due to the limited accessibility,experimental data on admittance properties is much more scarce and detailedtheoretical discussions are ahead of their validation.
In order to describe quantum transport with harmonic oscillations in the biastheoretically, one can choose between frequency domain and time domainapproaches. Using suitable approximations and for small voltages and biasamplitudes, it is possible to write down compact equations in frequencyspace similar to the standard time-independent Landauer formalism [10].On the other hand, time-resolved approaches are much more flexible:their time-dependent bias profile is not limited to harmonic oscillations, therespective amplitude can be far away from linear response, and in the caseof ac transport, the frequency may be chosen in otherwise inaccessibly highregimes. Also, additional information like transients induced by switchingon the bias is included. The approaches to transport may then be combinedwith first-principles electronic structure theory. Especially, time-dependentdensity functional theory (TD-DFT) has become very popular in recentyears due to its efficiency that allows for realistic lead-molecule-lead systemsto be calculated [11, 12, 13]. Again, there are numerous ways to describedynamical transport using TD-DFT. One idea is to treat the whole system asa finite cluster and propagate the Kohn-Sham states through time [14, 15].However, there are disadvantages: unphysical current oscillations persisteven for large evolution times and a steady state is only transiently reached.The approach we choose is partitioning the whole system into semi-infiniteleads and a device region including layers of lead material, very similar tostandard time-independent DFT-NEGF Landauer calculations. Using TD-DFT,
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numerous efforts in this direction have been made before [16, 17, 18]. Sinceany calculation resolving the electron dynamics in a realistic system is verytime-consuming, instead of DFT we use its tight-binding approximation TD-DFTB [19] to be able to calculate current traces of large systems efficiently. [20]
In Chapter 1, the necessary theoretical background will be reviewed. This in-cludes the tight-binding approximation to density functional theory, which islater combined with an equation of motion approach for the device densitymatrix, derived in the framework of the non-equilibrium Green’s function for-malism. In order to treat time-dependent systems, some modifications to theground state approach have to be made, especially the solution of the Poissonequation in each time step to obtain a time-dependent potential profile. Thesemodifications along with notes about the implementation in our code includingexample calculations are the topic of Chapter 2. The first of the time-dependentphenomena, the dependence of the current response amplitude on the incidentfrequency, is discussed in Chapter 3. Interesting questions include the informa-tion on admittance properties provided by the dc transmission, the distinctionof capacitive versus inductive systems, the influence of the device potentialprofile and the application of the model on quantum capacitors. In Chapter4, we investigate photon-assisted tunneling, improving on many limitations ofthe standard Tien-Gordon approach. The occurrence of higher harmonics andthe validity of quasi-static approximations to the current response are brieflytouched. Finally, Chapter 5 is reporting on a joint experimental and theoreti-cal project in which a large, flexible molecule is lifted off a copper surface andexperiences characteristic jumps in its conductance.
3
Chapter1
Theoretical foundation
1.1. Electronic structure theory
1.1.1. Density functional theory
Since one of the projects discussed below uses density functional theory (DFT)directly and it is also the basis of the electronic structure method we areemploying in our code, this section will contain a brief review. For furtherdetails, please turn to one of the many comprehensive reviews published bythe community, for example ref. [21]. and especially [22]. For DFT in thelarger context of computational chemistry, see ref. [23].
Although earlier theories using density functionals exist, the main achievementlay in the two Hohenberg-Kohn theorems [24] and the Kohn-Sham equations[25] which made them a proper tool for electronic structure calculations.
Hohenberg-Kohn theorems
In many-body quantum theory, the whole information about a quantum-mechanical system is embedded in the many body wave functionΨtot(r1, ..., rN ,R1, ...,RM), which depends on the coordinates of all the electronsri and nuclei Rα. In the (usually very good) Born-Oppenheimer-approximation,one only has to solve for the electronic wave function Ψ, which is assumed toonly depend on the coordinates of the electrons.
In principle, the exact Ψ for a molecule or solid could be calculated for anarbitrary non-relativistic Hamiltonian out of the time-independent Schrödinger
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equation 1
∑
i
(−∇2i2 −∑α Zα|ri −Rα|
)+∑i<j 1|ri − rj |
Ψ(r1, ..., rN) = EΨ(r1, ..., rN) (1.1)
where Zα is the atomic number of the respective element with core α. Fora non-relativistic Coulomb-interacting system, the characterizing part is theexternal potential Vext = ∑i vext(ri) = −∑iα Zα|ri−Rα| . The various possiblesystems only differ by this part of the Schrödinger equation if N is given.
Now, DFT states that you can use the ground-state electron density ρG(r) -which is an observable - as the system-determining quantity instead of the ex-ternal potential, and all the other ground state quantities (including Ψ) becomefunctionals of the electronic density. This is a non-trivial suggestion sincethe electronic density is a function of only one vectorial variable, while Ψ de-pends on N vectorial variables. The many-body problem is formally reduced toa one-particle problem depending on ρ implicitly including the information ofthe many-body problem. Besides its versatility, the main reason for the successof DFT stems from the fact that the transition to densities hides informationwhich is usually not relevant, but still gives access to good approximations toquantities which are, like the total energy and as a consequence, geometries,spectra etc., resulting in an excellent ratio of practical usefulness to computa-tional cost.The constrained search [26] algorithm is looking for the ground state wavefunction ΨG , which - according to the variational principle - minimizes theenergy in potential vext , Evext ,G , and at the same time yields the ground stateelectronic density ρG , which is stated as an additional condition in the mini-mization:
Evext ,G = minΨGÏρG〈Ψ|T +U +Vext|Ψ〉 = minΨGÏρG〈Ψ|T +U|Ψ〉+
∫ d3rρG(r)vext(r) (1.2)
T = T[ρ] and U = U[ρ] are so-called universal functionals, since they areindependent of the external potential. Due to the conceptual equality of theinformation included in ΨG and ρG , the usual variational principle also extendsto the energies calculated out of the electronic densities. This fact is usuallycalled the second HK-theorem.
E[ρ] ≥ E[ρG] (1.3)
1Throughout this thesis, atomic units will be used.
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In order to find the variational minimum of E[ρ], one needs reasonable ap-proximations to the explicit form of T[ρ] and U[ρ], which is a highly non-trivialissue.
Kohn-Sham DFT
Kohn and Sham addressed the first challenge of finding a suitable T[ρ] [25]and also gave the whole theory the form of single-particle equations. In thegeneral case, the electronic density corresponds to an interacting system witha kinetic energy of Tfull. In Kohn Sham theory, this quantity is approximatedby the kinetic energy TKS which would emerge from a non-interacting systemwhich yields the same density as the interacting one. This hypothetical non-interacting system has - apart from Koopman’s theorem [27] for exact DFT - noapparent physical meaning. In this approach, the kinetic energy is simply thesum of the kinetic energies of non-interacting particles in an effective potentialspecified by the interacting system to be modeled. Note that TKS becomes animplicit functional of ρ and direct minimization isn’t possible anymore.
TKS(ψ[ρ]) = −12 N∑i
∫ ψ∗i (r)[ρ]∇2ψi(r)[ρ]d3r (1.4)
As pointed out in [22], there are various ways to understand the approximationmade here. Perhaps the most plastic one is that a wave function being a singleslater determinant built out of single particle orbitals ψ[ρ] cannot represent afull many body wave function, since it ignores the effect that electrons striveto avoid each other. If the many-body wave function is a product of singleparticle orbitals, this simple probability superposition implies that the orbitalsare independent of each other - in other words: it ignores electron correlation.The correlation part of the kinetic energy, Tcorr = Tfull−TKS , is put into a termcalled the exchange-correlation energy EXC together with all interaction effectsgoing beyond the Hartree term UH :
UH [ρ] = 12
∫ d3r ∫ d3r′ρ(r)ρ(r′)|r− r′| (1.5)
EXC = (Tfull − TKS) + (U −UH) (1.6)
Every information lost by approximating exact DFT resides in approximationsto this term. If it was known exactly, one could in principle calculate the fullmany body wave function out of the electronic density. It may be assumed thatthis is equally next-to-impossible as solving the Schrödinger equation itself.
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However, the great advantage of DFT is that EXC is small and even roughapproximations work with very good efficiency. One can also tailor the vari-ous approximations in a way suitable for the systems and quantities under study.
EXC may be decomposed in an exchange and correlation part, but as describedin [23], one cannot calculate the exchange part from wave mechanic methodsand use it in DFT, since its definition is different. In DFT, the definitions of ex-change and correlation are short-range only - they depend on the given point inspace and the immediate vicinity around it. In wave mechanics however, bothexchange and correlation have a long-range part (also called "‘static"’ correla-tion) which cancels out. Calculating exchange with wave mechanic methodsand correlation with DFT, this cancellation does not longer work and leads topoor results [28].
Kohn-Sham equations
The non-interacting auxiliary system consists of single-particle equations usingan effective potential:[−12∇2 + vKS(r)
]ψi(r) = εiψi(r) (1.7)vKS = vext + vH + vXC (1.8)
where vext is the potential one would like to solve the many-body systemfor, vH is the Hartree potential and vXC = δEXC [ρ]δρ . Note that the symbol δmeans a functional derivative. The density solving this set of single-particleSchrödinger equations is equal to the density minimizing the energy functional,thus all that is left to be done is solving these Kohn-Sham equations. Sincethe electronic density is calculated from the occupied orbitals (the lowest Nspin-eigenfunctions are filled),
ρ(r) = occ∑i |ψi(r)|2 (1.9)
while the effective potential and thus the orbitals are modified by the electronicdensity via:
δ(Vext[ρ] +UH [ρ] + EXC[ρ])δρ = vKS(r) (1.10)
These equations have to be solved self-consistently. Once convergence hasbeen reached, all relevant observables can be calculated from the obtained
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approximate ground state electronic density. With EKS = TKS + ∫ d3rvKS(r) =∑Ni εi (note that the total energy of the KS-system is not the total energy ofthe interacting system), one can easily derive a good-to-handle formula for theground state energy EG :
EG = N∑i εi − 12
∫ ∫ d3rd3r′ρG(r)ρG(r′)|r− r′|︸ ︷︷ ︸UH [ρG ]
−∫ d3rvXC(r)ρG(r) + EXC[ρG] (1.11)
General DFT performance and used XC functionals
One of the main reasons DFT performs very well even for quantities whichscale at tiny fractions of the total energy (like cohesive energies) is that mostof the error the standard XC functionals make is systematic and benefits fromerror correction. One has to be careful comparing properties in reactionsinvolving phase transitions or other significant system changes, though. Ob-viously, since DFT is formally exact, the key quantity for the accuracy - apartfrom numerical limitations - is the XC functional one decides to use.
Local density approximation
The LDA is a very crude, simple approximation and still works surprisinglywell. It assumes that the density varies slowly and the resulting exchangeenergy ELDAX can be described as the one of an uniform electron gas [26] [29]:
ELDAX [ρ] = −const · ∫ d3rρ(r) 43 (1.12)
The correlation part ELDAC of the LDA is added from quantum monte carlosimulations, and the available methods [30] [31] yield very similar results. Itsystematically (!) underestimates EX by about 10% [23], yet overestimates EC ,and therefore benefits from error correction in most systems.
Important for later discussions is the characteristic of LDA to overbindmolecules and solids. Binding energies are generally too large, leading tolattice constants and molecular binding distances about 1-3 % too small. Butsince these deviations are systematic, comparisons between similar systemscan still be very good. Since LDA is local, it fails to describe Van-der-Waalsinteractions which leads to error correction with the general overbinding.
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Generalized gradient approximations
As mentioned, LDA takes the density to be constant in the vicinity of the spacepoint it is evaluated at. GGAs include information about the change in densityclose to the evaluation point. These functionals are often called semi-local,but since they mathematically only depend on one space-point, it makes moresense to also call them local. The general form of these functionals is:
EGGAXC [ρ] = ∫ d3rf (ρ(r),∇ρ(r)) (1.13)
While it could be stated there is only ”one“ LDA, this is entirely untrue forGGAs. They differ in the amount of empirical parameters, assumptionsand their entire functional form within the general concept. GGAs yieldbinding energies closer to the experimental results, but their error is lesssystematic: although they usually under-bind, they can also overbind. Thisleads to problems when comparing systems in which the functional behavesdifferently. In our code for time-dependent calculations, we choose to buildour DFTB Hamiltonian using the GGA functional PBE [32] for its overall goodperformance.
1.1.2. Density functional tight-binding
Although DFT is fast compared to wave function methods, the quantum me-chanical treatment of larger systems is still a tedious business, and especiallytime-dependent approaches can become very expensive. There is roomfor another (reasonable) approximation, and despite its crude appearance,DFTB is a sophisticated approach towards a quantum mechanical descriptionnarrowing the gap in computational cost between DFT and force field methods.
Tight-binding
Tight-binding approaches became common due to Slater and Koster in 1954[33] who approximated the full LCAO (linear combination of atomic orbitals)method for solids. The exact many-body Hamiltonian is approximated byparametrized matrix elements. The wave function is expanded into atomic-likeorbitals φν located at center α which are not necessarily solutions to the atomicproblem, but share the same symmetries. Since they are non-orthogonal in thegeneral case, they have to be transformed to an orthogonal basis by a Löwdin
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transformation using their overlap matrix S:
ψαν =∑α′ν′ S−1/2αα′νν′φα′ν′ (1.14)
For a solid, the Hamiltonian is now written in Bloch sums over the atomicorbitals as
Hνα,µβ =∑Rβ eik(Rβ−Rα)
∫ drψ∗να(r−Rα)Hψµβ(r−Rβ) (1.15)
The various different tight-binding models have in common that the integralin the above equation is replaced by a parameter which only depends on thedistance |Rα − Rβ| between two centers and the symmetry of the respectiveorbitals [34]. The first assumption implies the two center approximation, whichstates that all matrix elements connecting three or more centers are neglected.
If the method is to be used on a finite system, a total energy expression isneeded. In addition to the bandstructure term EBS , a repulsive energy resultingfrom a sum of pair terms is used to approximate the terms not included in thebandstructure energy, yielding a tight-binding total energy ETB as [35].
ETB = N∑i=1 εi︸ ︷︷ ︸EBS
+12∑α
∑
α 6=β Erep(|Rα −Rβ|) (1.16)
where the first term is the sum of the occupied single electron energyeigenvalues of the above Hamiltonian and the second term is the repulsivecorrection which also depends only on the distance between two centers.All terms which do not fit in this form are neglected. Most tight-bindingapproaches and especially the classical ones are semi-empirical, they use aset of parameters given by experiment to build up the necessary terms forcalculating the total energy, leading to limited transferability. However, thescheme is very fast since there are few things to calculate at runtime.
DFTB
The idea is now to find transferable parameter sets from DFT with ab-initiofunctionals, making the whole TB-approach completely free of experimentaldata, while keeping the advantage of in this case pre-calculated look-up tables
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to considerably speed up the calculations.
It is not straightforward why casting DFT into the tight-binding form and drop-ping all self-consistency should be a reasonable approximation, for a justifica-tion see [36]. In short, DFTB can be seen as a stationary approximation to DFT.At the core of DFTB is an expansion of the total energy expression around areference density ρ0, which takes the following form [36] [37]:
EDFTB = occ∑i 〈ψi|H0|ψi〉 − 12
∫ ∫ ′ d3rd3r′ ρ′0ρ0|r− r′| + EXC[ρ0]−
∫ d3rvXC[ρ0]ρ0
(1.17)
+ 12 M∑α,β ZαZβ|Rα −Rβ| + 12
∫ ∫ ′( 1|r− r′| + δ2EXCδρδρ′ ∣∣∣ρ0
) δρδρ′... (1.18)
where H0 is a non-self-consistent DFT Hamiltonian evaluated at the referencedensity. The last term is the second order contribution and constitutes secondorder DFTB or self consistent charge (SCC) DFTB. Even without this term,the method performs quite well - however, in order to describe systemswith large charge transfers, one has to self-consistently reposition the partialcharges using this second order term [37]. For now, we concentrate on thezeroth order (there are no linear terms).
Applying the LCAO method on DFT,
ψi(r) =∑ν Cνiφν(r−Rα) (1.19)
one has to solve the set of single particle Kohn Sham equations
∑
ν Cνi(〈φµ|H|φν〉︸ ︷︷ ︸Hµν −εi 〈φµ|φν〉︸ ︷︷ ︸Sµν ) = 0 (1.20)
with the mentioned (two-center) approximations to the Hamiltonian matrix,defining an effective potential Veff (r) = Vext(r) + VH [ρ(r)] + VLDAXC [ρ(r)]:
Hµν =

εAtomµ if µ = ν〈φµ|T + Veff [ρα0 + ρβ0 ]|φν〉 if µ ∈ α, ν ∈ β0 otherwise (1.21)
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In the two-center term, one can either choose a density superposition(Veff [ρα0 + ρβ0 ]) or a potential superposition (Veff [ρα0 ] + Veff [ρβ0 ]). In the case ofour calculations, a density superposition is chosen.
If the expansion around ρ0 is to be accurate, it has to be a good approxima-tion to the density DFT calculations would yield. Therefore, ρ0 is assumed tobe a superposition of compressed atomic densities calculated within DFT. Inmolecules and solids, the electrons have less space to move, and thereforea compression term adds to a better description of the superposed densities.Furthermore, the atomic DFT calculations yield wavefunctions that can be usedas a minimal set of basis functions which perform very well, since they in turnconsist of multiple basis functions. The modified single-electron Kohn-Shamequations to calculate the pseudo-atomic orbitals read [19]:
[T + Veff (r) + ( rr0
)2]φν(r) = εpsatν φν(r) (1.22)
with a compression radius r0. The atomic-like orbitals are hereby written interms of Slater-type orbitals (STOs) and spherical harmonics Ωlm as [19]
φν(r) = ∑n,β,lν ,mν rlν+ne−βrΩlνmν
(rr) (1.23)
with the quantum numbers n, l, m and β being a parameter of which fivedifferent values have been shown to be a sufficient description for elementswithin the first three rows. [38]
Once the band structure energy has been calculated, the repulsive part can befitted with a spline to self-consistent DFT calculations. The reference systemused for the fit depends on the systems one would like to calculate with theDFTB approach. Generally, one can use diatomic molecules as a reference,but the closer the reference system of the fit is to the properties of the systemDFTB is used for, the more accurate the repulsive part of the total energy willbe. However, one can in principle access the full information contained in theself-consistent calculation.
Erep(|Rα −Rβ|) = (EDFT − EBS)|reference system (1.24)
Together with the spline, the Hamiltonian and Overlap (Sµν) matrices arestored for finite step sizes in the interatomic distance. Implementationsof DFTB look up these tables - called Slater Koster (SK) files - and can
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immediately write down and diagonalize the matrices out of information aboutthe system geometry.
SCC-DFTB
SCC-DFTB takes the next step towards a better description - especially ofhighly inhomogeneous systems - but reintroduces the need of a self-consistentcycle at runtime. The key arguments of Elstner et al. [37] will be restated here.First, one divides the density fluctuations into atom-centered parts δρα and δρβ,writes down a multipole expansion into radial (Fml) and angular (Ωlm) parts,cutting after the monopole term:
δρα(r) =∑l,m KmlFαml(|r−Rα|)Ωlm
( r−Rα|r−Rα|
) (1.25)
≈ ∆qαFα00(|r−Rα|)Ω00 (1.26)
Here, ∆qα is the net charge on the respective atom and Fα00 the normalizedspherical density fluctuation. Inserting this expansion into the 2nd order termyields the following form:
E2nd = 12 N∑α,β ∆qα∆qβγαβ (1.27)
γαβ contains all quantities of the expansions excluding the net charges ∆qα,β.According to [39], the on-site terms γαα can be approximated by the differencebetween the atomic ionization potential Iα and electron affinity Aα of the atomcentered at α, which again can be well approximated by the so-called Hubbardparameter Uα. This quantity can be calculated within DFT as follows:
Uα = ∂2Eα∂n2HOAO ≈ Iα − Aα (1.28)
where nHOAO is the occupation number of the highest occupied atomic orbitaland Eα the total energy of the neutral atom at α. In the limit of large dis-tances, γαβ shows a 1|Rα−Rβ | behavior, the interaction is thus decaying into apurely Coulomb-like one with vanishing XC contributions. Ref. [37] describesthe derivation of an analytical expression for γαβ with the correct long range
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behavior. The authors assume an exponential decay of the density and deter-mine the decay constant through the Hubbard parameters. The total energyexpression now reads to second order of DFTB:
E2nd(Uα, Uβ, |Rα − Rβ|) = occ∑i 〈φi|H0|φi〉+ 12
N∑
α,β γαβ∆qα∆qβ + Erep (1.29)
In order to get the net charges ∆q , one calculates the Mulliken charges as anapproximation to the atomic charge and subtracts the charge of the neutralatom.
∆qα = 12 occ∑i ni
∑
µ∈α
N∑
ν (C∗µiCνiSµν +C∗νiCµiSνµ)− q0α (1.30)
with Cµi, Cνi being the expansion coefficients of the LCAO. The Kohn-Shamequations look the same as before, with an additional term in the Hamiltonianmatrix.
Hµν = 〈φµ|H0|φν〉+ 12Sµν N∑ξ (γαξ + γβξ)∆qξ (1.31)
1.2. Transport using many-body perturbation theory
1.2.1. Green’s functions
The goal of this section is to review the non-equilibrium Green’s function(NEGF) formalism [40, 41] which is able to tackle a variety of even time-dependent transport scenarios. These include also interacting electrons in thedevice region (not within the leads) to all orders of perturbation theory and faraway from equilibrium. The application of this NEGF (or Keldysh) formalismto static transport using a mean-field approximation like in the Landauer [42, 43]context is only a small part of what it is capable of and does not use its fullpotential. However, a combination of NEGF with DFT became a very popularapproach also to static time-independent transport [44, 45] as explained below.Please note that in the whole theoretical introduction, we assume the overlapmatrix Sµν = 〈φµ|φν〉 of the atomic orbitals to be equal to the identity matrixfor simplicity. The results must therefore be straightforwardly generalized tofit to the non-orthogonal basis sets in use by our DFTB implementation. Thefirst part of this introduction roughly follows Ref. [46].
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Basics
One first needs to introduce the simplest kind of Green’s Functions for non-interacting single particles. In the mathematical sense, a Green’s Function isa way to solve a linear differential equation and its usefulness is thereforenot limited to the Schrödinger equation. However, in its context, the Green’sFunction operator G solves
(i ddt −H
)Gr/a(t) = 1δ(t) (1.32)
where 1 is the identity matrix and the r/a subscript indicates two solutions:The retarded Green’s Function Gr(t − t0) propagates the state vector forwardin time from t0 to t. It includes information about the history of the entiresystem. Its counterpart, the advanced Green’s Function Ga(t − t0), propagatesthe state backwards in time from t0 to a t with t < t0. It includes informationabout the future state of a system.
Formally, the solutions to the equations of motion for these Green’s Functionslook very much alike the time propagation operator for a time-independentHamiltonian:
Gr(t − t0) = { −ie−iH(t−t0) t > t00 t < t0 (1.33)Ga(t − t0) = { 0 t > t0+ie−iH(t−t0) t < t0 (1.34)(1.35)
Both solutions are connected via
[Gr(t)]† = Ga(−t) (1.36)
In the following, Gr/a(t) will refer to the Green’s Functions defined by aSchrödinger equation with the full Hamiltonian of a system consisting of thekinetic term and a scattering potential V (r):
Htot = −12∇2 + V (r) (1.37)
whereas Gr/a0 (t) are solutions to the "‘free"’ Hamiltonian without any scatteringpotential. Note that this kind of Green’s Functions does only depend on the
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time difference (t − t0) and it is therefore possible to Fourier transform theminto energy space. However, in order to converge the integration, one has toadd an exponential term e±ηt with an infinitesimal η > 0 as shown below. Thesign in front of this parameter is also the distinction between retarded andadvanced Green’s Functions in energy space.
Gr(E) = ∫ +∞−∞ dt eiEte−ηtGr(t) (1.38)
One then easily obtains
Gr(E) = [E1−H + iη]−1 (1.39)Ga(E) = [E1−H − iη]−1 (1.40)(1.41)
showing that these functions have poles at the energy eigenvalues of the re-spective Hamiltonian.
Self-Energy and the Dyson equation
In general, the self-energy Σ describes the effects of an interaction with itsenvironment on the energy of a single particle. Treating the interactions as aperturbation series, one can visualize them as Feynman diagrams as knownfrom quantum field theory. What exactly the self-energy is describing dependson what is defined as the environment. It could only include the effects ofleads on a nanodevice with non-interacting electrons like in the Landauerapproach, or it could additionally include the effects of electron-electronand/or electron-phonon interactions on the single particles subjected to them.If the perturbative series is converging, there is a finite self-energy one can -in principle - calculate and modify the single particle energies so they containall the respective interactions.
In the context of Green’s Functions, one can easily calculate Gr/a0 for an un-perturbed Hamiltonian, but needs Gr/a for the description of the system. Therelation between the two depends on the interactions added by the perturbationand thus on the self-energy. The important Dyson equation 2 is stating exactlythis:
2 Which equations are called "Dyson equation" is not uniform in the literature. The true, mostgeneral Dyson equation looks very similar to the equation given here but contains operatorsdefined by many-body perturbation theory, unlike the simple Green’s Functions in this section.It is able to describe interacting systems out of equilibrium as stated in the NEGF sections.
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Gr/a(t − t0) = Gr/a0 (t − t0) + ∫ tt0 dt ′
∫ t ′
t0 dt ′′ Gr/a0 (t − t ′)Σr/a(t ′ − t ′′)Gr/a(t ′′ − t0)(1.42)
= Gr/a0 (t − t0) + ∫ tt0 dt ′
∫ t ′
t0 dt ′′ Gr/a(t − t ′)Σr/a(t ′ − t ′′)Gr/a0 (t ′′ − t0)(1.43)
The integration sums up interactions for an ingoing propagator at t0 which isaffected by interactions at the intermediate times and becomes the outgoingpropagator at time t. One can extract the orders of the perturbation byattempting an iterative solution: set Gr/a = Gr/a0 (Born approximation) andkeep re-inserting the so-calculated approximative full Green’s Function intothe Dyson equation. This way the equation is transformed into an infinite series.
In the case of the mean-field approximation employed in the Landauer formal-ism, the self-energy is simply the scattering potential:
Σ(t ′ − t ′′) = Vδ(t ′ − t ′′) (1.44)
and the Dyson equation reduces to the Lippmann-Schwinger equation in thescattering context:
Gr/a(t − t0) = Gr/a0 (t − t0) + ∫ tt0 dt ′ Gr/a0 (t − t ′)VGr/a(t ′ − t0) (1.45)= Gr/a0 (t − t0) + ∫ tt0 dt ′ Gr/a(t − t ′)VGr/a0 (t ′ − t0) (1.46)
Generally, if the Green’s functions only depend on time differences, the Dysonequation can be transformed into energy space, where it looks more conve-nient. Gr/a(E) = Gr/a0 (E) +Gr/a(E)Σr/a(E)Gr/a0 (E) (1.47)
More importantly, there is an alternative form of the Dyson equation oftenencountered,
Gr/a(E) = [E1−H −Σr/a(E)∓ iη]−1 (1.48)
which nicely shows how the self-energy affects (renormalizes) the single-particle energies at the poles of the Green’s function defined by the Hamiltonian
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eigenvalues. The real part adds a shift to the energy levels and the imaginarypart adds a lifetime for these states to which it is inversely proportional. Inthe above case of a full unpartitioned mean-field system Hamiltonian, theimaginary part of the self-energy is zero and consequently, the lifetime of thestates is infinite. The real part here adds a rigid shift which is not energydependent.
However, it is important to realize here that this shape of the self-energyonly applies to a scattering system which is described as a whole by a fullHamiltonian and not partitioned into leads and device region. For all practicalpurposes we only want to describe a device region artificially coupled to semi-infinite leads, as described in the next section. In this case, the self-energylooks different even in a Landauer scattering approach using the mean-fieldapproximation, since now it describes the effect of the interaction with theleads on the energies of single electrons within the device only.
Standard partitioning
As mentioned in the last section, the two-probe systems we would like to in-vestigate are usually partitioned into a device region (D) and two semi-infiniteleads, left (L) and right (R). The device region itself consists of a molecule oran atomic chain which will be called inner device (ID) and a few layers oflead material (see Fig. 1.1). Adding lead material provides screening at the in-terfaces and a smoother potential transition to the semi-infinite leads that areassumed to be uniform. The coupling between leads and device is mediatedby short-ranged off-diagonal blocks of the system Hamiltonian, TLD and TRD.
Figure 1.1: Schematic of the setup. The device region is connected to the leftand right semi-infinite lead by open boundary conditions. The device containslead material, the current is measured at the interfaces SL, SR.
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The Hamiltonian may then be partitioned (in matrix notation) as
HL TLD 0T†LD HD T†RD0 TRD HR
|φL〉|φD〉|φR〉
 = E|φL〉|φD〉|φR〉
 (1.49)
and inserting the Green’s Functions of the lead regions as
Gr/aL,R = [E1−HL,R ± iη]−1 (1.50)
leaves us, after solving the system of equations, with an expression for |φD〉:
[E1−HD − T†LDGr/aL (E)TLD︸ ︷︷ ︸Σr/aL (E) −T
†LRGr/aR (E)TRD︸ ︷︷ ︸Σr/aR (E) ] |φD〉 = 0 (1.51)
Comparing with the definition of the non-interacting single-particle Green’sfunction and the alternative form of the Dyson equation leads to an identifica-tion of the self energy terms as shown in the curly brackets above.
Gr/a(E) = [E1−HD −Σr/aL (E)−Σr/aR (E)]−1 (1.52)
Please note the difference between the Green’s function of the isolated deviceregion Gr/aC and the Green’s function of the device region in the presence ofthe leads Gr/a, the one we are looking for.
So, in order to obtain Gr/a, we need the coupling terms of the Hamilto-nian and the Green’s functions of the leads. Since the leads are assumedsemi-infinite, this is not straightforward. However, there are methods tocalculate a so-called surface Green’s function which uses the periodicity ofthe leads to obtain a finite function. It can then be used to calculate theself-energy and thus the device Green’s function which contains all theinformation about the transport properties. Along the transport direction,the leads are divided up in identical principal layers which only interact withtheir nearest neighbor layer. Since there is also one principal layer of leadmaterial in the device region, the coupling block between device and lead isrestricted to one lead principal layer and almost identical to the repeatingcoupling between two lead layers. Therefore, only the surface block of thelead Green’s functions is needed to obtain the self-energy. How exactly thesurface Green’s functions are being calculated will be explained in section 3.2.2.
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For now, let us review the consequences of the system partitioning on theshape of the self-energy and the implications of that. The real part of Σr/aL/R andtherefore the energy shift is generally energy-dependent. More importantly,the self energy will acquire an imaginary part adding a finite lifetime to thestates in the device, describing a scattering from the device into the leads. Wedefine the energy-dependent scattering rates
ΓL,R(E) = −2Im{ΣrL,R(E)} (1.53)
This is equivalent to a broadening of the level in energy space, which is whythe Γ = ΓR + ΓR will frequently be called linewidth or broadening (matrix).
Note that the partitioning does not add any new physics at all, and the differentshape of the self-energy is only due to the fact that we are looking at a part ofthe system only. Of course, the same energy level shift and broadening wouldalso be there if one looks at the full unpartitioned Hamiltonian - but it wouldbe well hidden in a massive Green’s function for the whole system and not bedescribable by self-energies.
Landauer transmission using Green’s functions
At this point it is possible to derive an explicit Landauer transmission using theGreen’s functions we introduced. In the literature, this expression is frequentlyderived employing the NEGF formalism, but employing the same approxima-tions as the derivation via the scattering approach. Especially this means thatwe are looking at a time-independent steady state, interactions are only treatedat mean-field level and we have no electron-electron interactions explicitly in-cluded. An equation for the current I through the the junction from left toright of the form
I = 1pi
∫ +∞
−∞ dE [fL(E)− fR(E)] T(E) (1.54)
is called "‘Landauer formula"’ when the transmission function T(E) can bewritten in this simple form only dependent on energy. fL and fR denotethe Fermi functions of the respective lead subjected to a voltage V . At zerotemperature, they are equal to one at EF ± eV2 , respectively, and equal to zeroabove the respective energies, defining a bias window. The NEGF formalismis able to additionally derive an equation that also describes a scatteringapproach, but with interacting electrons in the device region (not in theleads though). The resulting equation is often referred to as Meir-Wingreen
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formula or extended Landauer formula [47].
Without introducing NEGF and employing many-body perturbation theory, itis still possible to derive the following Landauer-type expression by the use ofthe Fisher-Lee-relations [48] which create a connection between the Green’sfunctions and the scattering matrix of the usual wave-function-based scatteringapproach.
I = 1pi
∫ +∞
−∞ dE [fL(E)− fR(E)] Tr[ΓRGrΓLGa] (1.55)
Comparison with 1.54 identifies the transmission function. The current is deter-mined by the trace over a matrix with the dimension of the number of orbitalsin the device region. Using NEGF in the time-independent non-interacting limitwill yield the same expression. It is the main equation for static single-electronLandauer transport.
1.2.2. Keldysh formalism
Preparation: equilibrium
In order to use Green’s functions to go beyond static non-interacting trans-port, one has to employ many-body perturbation techniques. The resultingpropagators are not simply a solution to a linear differential equation as thefunctions introduced before, but are nevertheless called by the same name.Specifically, they may contain averages over four or more field operators andthere exists no corresponding closed differential equation that the respectiveGreen’s function can solve [49]. One should therefore view many-body Green’sfunctions as a different object which still share many of the features of theirnon-interacting single-particle version.
NEGF is exact for time-dependent closed systems (which may have openboundary conditions, but they must not be "open" in the sense that Hamiltoniandynamics are not valid anymore) and far away of equilibrium. It uses allorders of perturbation theory, but obviously the description breaks downonce used in cases where many-body perturbation theory isn’t applicable atall, like the Kondo effect. Since the Keldysh formalism is a natural extensionto equilibrium many body techniques, the latter are introduced here before-hand. The following review will be based on the book by Cuevas and Scheer [1].
The time-evolution operator in the interaction picture as a perturbation expan-
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sion reads
SˆI(t, t0) = ∞∑n=0 (−i)
nn!
∫ t
t0 dt1
∫ t
t0 dt2
∫ t
t0 dtnTˆ[VI(t1)VI(t2)...VI(tn)] (1.56)
where VI is the perturbation transformed to the interaction picture, Tˆ is thetime ordering operator and SˆI is defined by ΨI(t) = SˆI(t, t0)ΨI(t0). We assumethat the perturbation can be switched on adiabatically from an unperturbedground state by replacing V Ï Ve−η|t| with an infinitesimal positive parameterη. In equilibrium, this means that the perturbation is zero for t = ±∞ and theground state of the system, ΨG , is the starting point for the wave function andalso recovered in the infinite future.
Defining the basic form of a many-body causal Green’s function in secondquantization, a discrete basis and the Heisenberg picture as
Gcαβ(t, t ′) = 〈ΨH | Tˆ
[cασ (t)c†βσ (t ′)] |ΨH〉〈ΨH |ΨH〉 (1.57)
where the cασ -operators are creation/annihilation operators for an electron atsite α with spin σ , respectively. Transforming this equation into the interactionpicture making use of the adiabatic switch-on mentioned above, one obtains
Gαβ(t, t ′) = 〈ΨG| SˆI(∞, 0)Tˆ
[SˆI(0, t)c(0)ασ (t)SˆI(t, t ′)c(0)†βσ (t ′)SˆI(t ′, 0)] SˆI(0,−∞) |ΨG〉〈ΨG| SˆI(∞,−∞) |ΨG〉 (1.58)contracting the time evolution operators to SˆI(∞,−∞) within the time-orderedproduct and inserting its expansion, the Green’s function series looks like
Gαβ(t, t ′) = 1〈ΨG| SˆI(∞,−∞) |ΨG〉× (1.59)[ ∞∑
n=0
(−i)nn!
∫ ∞
−∞ dt1...
∫ ∞
−∞ dtn 〈ΨG| Tˆ [c(0)ασ (t)c(0)†βσ (t ′)V (0)(t1)...V (0)(tn)] |ΨG〉
] (1.60)
The normalization factor makes sure that the phase acquired by the adiabaticswitch-on is canceled out. The perturbation expansion can now be treated withthe usual techniques, such as using Wick’s theorem to set up a diagrammaticrepresentation of the series. The self energy hereby becomes the sum of theirreducible, connected interaction graphs, and the full system Green’s function
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can be written down in terms of the unperturbed Green’s function by themany-body version of the Dyson equation, formally equivalent to Eq.1.48:
Gr/a(E) = [E1−H −Σr/a(E)∓ iη]−1 (1.61)
Thus, the solution of the perturbation problem means knowledge of the cor-responding self-energy matrices.
Non-equilibrium
When moving the system out of equilibrium, the argumentation is analogousto the previous section. The major change lies in the fact that when assumingthe adiabatic turn-on, the system does not longer reproduce the ground statefor t Ï +∞. This means that the usual time evolution operator can no longerbe contracted to SˆI(∞,−∞) as in the equilibrium case. The idea of the Keldyshformalism is now to redefine time by putting it onto the Keldysh contour which,after moving from t = −∞ to t = +∞, returns back to t = −∞ to recoverthe ground state. This way, the equilibrium formalism can be adapted with fewchanges to also be valid in the non-equilibrium case. Time-ordering operatorsTˆc now rearrange operators onto the contour instead of real time, and timeevolution Sˆc also takes place on the contour. After the necessary calculationshave been carried out, it is possible to return to normal time by applying theLangreth rules [50] of analytical continuation.
Figure 1.2: The Keldysh contour. The imaginary time starts at −∞, proceedsto +∞ and back to −∞. The Green’s functions connecting same and differentbranches are visualized.
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In complete analogy, the causal Green’s function is
Gcαβ(ta, t ′b) = −i 〈ΨH | Tˆc
[cασ (ta)c†βσ (t ′b)] |ΨH〉〈ΨH |ΨH〉 (1.62)
where the dominator evaluates to 〈ΨH |ΨH〉 = 1 in this case. This leads to fourdifferent combinations on which of the branches (- and +) the time argumentst and t ′ can be located:
G++αβ (t, t ′) = −i 〈ΨH | Tˆc [cασ (t+)c†βσ (t ′+)] |ΨH〉 (1.63)G<αβ(t, t ′) = +i 〈ΨH | cβσ (t ′+)c†ασ (t−) |ΨH〉 (1.64)G>αβ(t, t ′) = −i 〈ΨH | cασ (t+)c†βσ (t ′−) |ΨH〉 (1.65)G−−αβ (t, t ′) = −i 〈ΨH | Tˆc [cασ (t−)c†βσ (t ′−)] |ΨH〉 (1.66)(1.67)
with a similar distinction for the self-energies. G>αβ and G<αβ are called greaterand lesser Green’s functions, respectively. The lesser Green’s function is con-nected to its unperturbed counterpart g<αβ(E) by
G<(E) = [1 +Gr(E)Σr(E)]g<(E)[1 + Σa(E)Ga(E)]− [Gr(E)Σ<(E)Ga(E)] (1.68)
As mentioned, it is possible to re-derive the atomistic Landauer formula inthe above framework. But now, it can be extended to interacting and time-dependent systems. The challenge is usually to find the self-energy; in thecase that it is determined by a non-interacting device region coupled to leads,the calculation is formally equivalent to the self-energy found in Eq. [1.51]. Withthe formalism introduced, it will now be shown how to derive the equation ofmotion technique implemented in tranDFTB.
1.2.3. Reduced density matrix propagation
We use a time-resolved transport approach based upon the equation of motionfor the reduced (device) density matrix (RDM) of the system. With the helpof the Keldysh formalism, Chen et al. derived a closed equation for theRDM by finding an expression for the dissipation terms appearing due to thepartitioning of the system. Being closely related to the standard DFT-NEGFapproaches for static transport, the method can be readily combined withDFT, as was implemented by the original authors into a package calledLODESTAR [51]. Since time-resolved calculations for molecular junctions are
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very demanding with respect to computational time, it was sensible to also usea DFTB-Hamiltonian instead, as realized in our program tranDFTB. The initialconversion was done mainly by Yang Wong, a former member of our group.Later, Björn Korff was a tremendous help with maintenance and bugfixes toput the code into its current working state.
As explained in Chen’s paper to their approach [52], the main quantity in theformalism is the reduced single-electron density matrix σ which is propagatedin the time domain. In real space representation written in atomic orbital basisφν , it is defined as
σµν(t) = ∫ dr∫ dr′φ∗µ(r′) occ∑p ψ∗p(r′t)ψp(r, t)︸ ︷︷ ︸σ (r,r′,t)
φν(r) (1.69)
where ψp is the p-th occupied molecular orbital. We start from the Liouville-van Neumann equation
i ∂∂t σ (t) = [H(t), σ (t)] (1.70)
The system is now partitioned into Leads L,R (Left and Right) and device regionD, which also contains several layers of contact material. With this choice, theHamiltonian and the reduced density matrix also split up into a block format.
σ =  σL σLD 0σDL σD σDR0 σRD σR
 , H = HL TLD 0TDL HD TDR0 TRD HR
 (1.71)
The interactions between the leads, TRL,LR and σRL,LR are assumed to vanish. Ifone writes down a equation of motion for the device part of the reduced densitymatrix only, furthermore assuming an orthonormal basis set for simplicity, itlooks like [52]
iσ˙D = [HD, σD] + ∑α=L,R(TDασαD − σDαTαD) (1.72)= [HD, σD]− i∑α,β Qα (1.73)
Thus, the Qα contain all the information about the coupling between deviceand leads and are called dissipation terms. If the leads are not connected, they
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both vanish.
In order to prove a closed equation exists, one needs the so-called holographicelectron density theorem which states that the electron density of an arbitrarynonzero subsystem uniquely determines the electron density of the whole sys-tem, a consequence of the density being real and analytical. For the time-independent case, this has been proven by Riess and Münch [53] and thenextended to the time-dependent case by Chen et al. [52], who proved the realanalyticity in space and time. Consequently, the density of a subsystem deter-mines all excited state properties of the whole system, implying that all quanti-ties are explicit or implicit functionals of the electronic density. The dissipationQα is no exception and consequently, Qα = Qα[ρD] if the subsystem is chosento be the device region. The equation of motion is now formally closed andconstitutes the core of the approach:
iσ˙D = [HD[ρD], σD]− i∑α,β Qα[ρD] (1.74)
Writing the quantities in an atomic basis and with single-electron states kα oflead α,
iσ˙µν =∑ξ∈D(Hµξσξν − σµξHξν)− i
∑
α=L,RQα,µν (1.75)Qα,µν = i∑kα∈α(Tµkασkαν − σµkαTkαν) (1.76)
the transient current through the L,R-interfaces can conveniently be calculatedfrom the dissipation terms.
Iα(t) = −∫α dr ∂∂t ρ(r, t) = −∑l∈D Qα,ξξ = −Tr[Qα(t)] (1.77)
In order to relate Qα to quantities one can calculate, we first write down theDyson equation for Gkαν(t, t ′) as described in the appendix A of [52].
Gkαν(t, t ′) =∑ξ∈D
∫
C dτgkα(t, τ)Tkαξ(τ)Gξν(τ, t ′) (1.78)
In order to convert this contour integral in Keldysh space into a real timeintegral, we have to employ a continuation rule which is derived from the
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Langreth theorem [50]. The rule for our case reads:
D(t, t ′) = ∫C dτA(t, τ)B(τ, t ′)Ï D< =
∫ t=∞
t=−∞(ArB< + A<Ba)dt (1.79)
Using it for the above Dyson equation, one obtains
G<νkα(t ′, t) = −[G>kαν(t, t ′)]∗ (1.80)=∑ξ∈D
∫ ∞
−∞ dτTξkα(τ) · [g<kα(τ, t)Grνξ(t ′, τ) + gakα(τ, t)G<νξ(t ′, τ)] (1.81)
Together with the following general relation between density matrix and lesserGreen’s function in the Keldysh formalism, where t+ = t + dt:
σνkα(t) = −iG<νkα(t, t ′)|t ′=t+ (1.82)
as well as the usual definition of the self-energies
Σaα,ξµ(t, τ) = ∑kα∈αTξkα(t)gakα(t, τ)Tkαµ(τ) (1.83)
one obtains, after insertion into the EOM, an expression for the dissipationterms in the atomic basis [52]:
Qα,µν(t) = −∑ξ∈D
∫ ∞
−∞ dτ[G<µξ(t, τ)Σaα,ξν(τ, t) +Grµξ(t, τ)Σ<α,ξν(τ, t) + h.c.] (1.84)
Note that a prerequisite for this result derived with the Keldysh formalism isthat the initial state of the propagation Ψ(t0) can be reached from the groundstate of the isolated system ΨG by adiabatically switching on the couplings. Ifthis is given, the result is exact, in other (rare) cases, it is only an approximationto the partition-free scheme [54], as pointed out and derived in the appendixof [52].
The Green’s functions one has to calculate are connected to the respective selfenergies through the following equations of motion.
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i∂Grµν(t, τ)∂t =δ(t − τ)δµν +∑ξ∈DHµξ(t)Grξν(t, τ) (1.85)+∑ξ∈D
∫ ∞
−∞ dt ′Σrµξ(t, t ′)Grξν(t ′, τ) (1.86)
i∂G<µν(t, τ)∂t =∑ξ∈D
∫ ∞
−∞ dt ′[Σ<µξ(t, t ′)Gaξν(t ′, τ) + Σrµξ(t, t ′)G<ξν(t ′, τ)] (1.87)+∑ξ∈DHµξ(t)G<ξν(t, τ) (1.88)
As in the time-independent case, the self-energies play the most important rolefor the transport properties. The first approximation one has to make in anycase is extrapolating the device part electron density ρD onto the one in theleads ρα, which is possible according to the mentioned holographic electronicdensity theorem. This continuation implies that the lead electron density is afunctional of the device electron density,
ρα(r, t) = ρCTα [r, t; ρD(r, t)] (1.89)
and thus it follows that the sought-after self energies are also explicit andimplicit functionals of the device electron density.
Σ<,aα (τ, t) = Σ<,aα [τ, t; ρD, ρCTα [ρD]] (1.90)
The device region therefore has to include a sufficient number of lead materiallayers to ensure a proper extrapolation of this kind.
Wide-band limit (WBL) approximation
Solving the problem at hand within the WBL [55] is in principle not necessary,but considerably speeds up the calculation while being a very good approxima-tion for simple metal contacts with a smooth DOS and couplings at compara-tively low bias. The self-energy is first split up into two real symmetric matriceswhich are a sum of left and right lead part, respectively - one hermitian levelshift Λα and one anti-hermitian linewidth Γα,
Σr,aα (t, t ′) = (Λα ∓ iΓα)δ(t − t ′) (1.91)
which are also related by the Kramers-Kronig relation [56]. The linewidths Γαare assumed to be energy-independent, resulting in the requirement for lead
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DOS and device-lead coupling to be slowly varying in energy. Furthermore,the level shifts are approximated to be constant for all energy levels [52]. Thelesser self-energies can now be written as [57]
Σ<α,nm(t, t ′) = 2ipi Γαexp
{i ∫ tt ′ dτVα(τ)
}∫ ∞
−∞ dεfα(ε)e−iε(t−t ′) (1.92)
which also implies that the approximated self-energies Σα only depend on afixed energy at which they are chosen to be evaluated. Usually, this is the Fermienergy of the combined system without bias. In the above equation, fα is theFermi distribution function of contact α. The wide-band dissipation term isnow determined by the device Hamiltonian, the device reduced density matrix,and the self-energies containing the effect of the leads.
QWBLα (t) = Kα(t) + i[Λα, σ (t)] + {Γα, σ (t)} (1.93)
with the following abbreviations.
Kα(t) = −2ipi Uα(t)
∫ µ0
−∞
dεeiεtε1−HD(0)−ΣrΓα (1.94)= −2ipi
∫ µ0
−∞[1−Uα(t)eiεt] dε[ε − Vα(t)]1−H(t)−ΣrΓα + h.c. (1.95)
Uα(t) = exp{−i ∫ t0 [H(τ) + Σr − 1Vα(τ)]dτ
} (1.96)
Here, Vα(t) is the bias potential inducing a rigid shift at lead α.
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Chapter2
Implementation
In order to use DFTB in the time-dependent non-equilibrium context, one has tomake some adaptions since the total energy of the system is no longer definedand there is no justification to use a ground state theory on time-dependentproblems. As DFT has been generalized to dynamical problems in order tocalculate excitation energies, frequency-dependent response properties or pho-toabsorption spectra, also DFTB was extended to TD-DFTB [11, 12, 13]. Addi-tional modifications are needed to treat a system with open boundary conditionswhich are very similar to the ones frequently applied in time-independent DFT-NEGF transport calculations. As the boundary conditions of the device regionpotential are set by the applied bias in non-equilibrium situations, the Poissonequation has to be solved to obtain the potential profile from the charge density.The code is divided into three separate steps: the calculation of the Hamilto-nian and the self-energy of the ground state using DFTB, the calculation of theinitial density matrix for the propagation and the time-dependent evaluationitself. The latter two are combined into one subsection here.
2.1. Ground state calculation
The Hamiltonian is built using the DFTB method described above andtherefore needs, apart from the system geometry, precalculated lookup-tableswhich will be called Slater-Koster-files (SK-files). They constitute input andhave to be pre-calculated beforehand, in our case using the PBE functional.During this work, we use files describing the organic compounds with theelements hydrogen, carbon, sulfur and oxygen, in conjunction with the metalsaluminum, copper and gold.
Since the interactions between the valence orbitals vanish after a certain cut-off,
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the Hamiltonian can be separated into a block structure.
H =

. . . . . .. . . HL TLL 0 0 0 0 0T†LL HL TLL 0 0 0 00 T†LL HL TLD 0 0 00 0 T†LD HD TDR 0 00 0 0 T†DR HR TRR 00 0 0 0 T†RR HR TRR0 0 0 0 0 T†RR HR . . .. . . . . .

(2.1)
The repeating blocks in the leads are also called principal layers (PL) withHamiltonians HL and HR. Together with the device Hamiltonian HD and thecouplings Tαβ between the respective blocks, the system is fully described.The leads are treated as semi-infinite in a periodic calculation and therefore,their Hamiltonians have to be truncated. In tranDFTB, four principal layersare used to calculate the finite surface Green’s function from which theself-energies may later be deducted. In its current version, the code forcesthe user to include one principal layer on each side of the device regionwhich has to have translation symmetry with a fourth of one lead. This way,a smooth transition of the potential from the device to the leads is made sureand the coupling matrix from leads to device is identical to the one withinthe leads, which means that the self-energy can be calculated only frominformation given by the leads. The device region is not treated periodicallyin transport direction and consequently, the device charges are not calcu-lated self-consistently in the ground state calculation since this would resultin unphysical charging at the boundaries due to the leads not being coupled yet.
The device Hamiltonian in turn consists of one principal layer of lead materialeach, coupled by TLL and TRR to the main leads, and the Hamiltonian of theinner device region HID (usually a molecule) which is in turn coupled to theprincipal layers by TLD and TRD.
HD =
 HL TLD 0T†LD HID TDR0 T†DR HR
 (2.2)
A coupling between the leads directly is not possible in our formulation.
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In summary, the device region uses non-SCC-DFTB with periodic boundaryconditions perpendicular to the transport direction, whereas the leads aretreated at SCC-DFTB-level periodically in every direction. Since self-consistentcharges are calculated for the leads, one also needs the γαβ-term of Eq. [1.27].Its on-site value is determined by the Hubbard parameters Uα, which alreadyinclude some correlation due to their DFT origin [58] and are also found inthe Slater-Koster-files (γαα = Uα). The long range behavior should be 1|Rα−Rβ |and one needs an interpolation formula [37] between these two extrema. Theinterpolation depends on the density fluctuations δρ which, after employing theDFTB monopole approximation, look like
δρα(r) = ∆qατ3α8pi e−τα|r−Rα| (2.3)
subjected to the constraint
∫ drδρα(r) = ∆qα (2.4)
where one can see from γαα = Uα that
τα = 165 Uα (2.5)
In the code, γαβ is divided into an Ewald sum consisting of a long-range andshort-range part according to
γ(τa, τb, R) = 1R −Ξ(τa, τb, R) (2.6)
of which the long-ranged decay is calculated in Fourier space and the short-ranged term Ξ(τa, τb, R) in real space. As soon as the γ-matrix has been cal-culated and the initial unshifted Hamiltonian H and overlap matrices S havebeen constructed in block structure, the self-consistent charge cycle begins,starting with ∆qα = 0. Optional k-points set by the user are distributed lin-early over k-space. However, each of the calculations below were made at theGamma point for numerical efficiency. In each cycle, the γ-matrix and the cal-culated Mulliken charge differences are used to shift the Hamiltonian (see Eq.2.15 below). It is then diagonalized and its energy levels filled with electronsaccording to the Fermi function at temperature Θ ≈ 0K. Degenerate energylevels at the Fermi energy receive partial electrons. From the occupation num-bers, the density matrix is constructed, which is then used to calculate the new
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Mulliken charges and the total DFTB energy. The convergence towards theenergy minimum is accelerated by a Broyden mixer [59] up to a set conver-gence criterion. As soon as the final SCC-shifted Hamiltonian for the leads isfound together with the corresponding Fermi energy, the self-energies can becalculated in the next step.
2.2. Initial density matrix and time propagation
The following description is largely identical to the time-independent case ofstatic transport first described for DFTB in [60]. Starting from the results ofthe previous section, the system Fermi energy is set as the arithmetic averageof the lead Fermi energies. It is possible to manually shift them by an inputparameter if one wants to evaluate the WBL self energies at a different energythan EF .
To arrive at the self-energies, we first have to calculate the surface Green’sfunctions gsα due to
Σrα(EF ) = (TαD)†gsα(EF )TαD (2.7)
As mentioned, each of the contacts is periodically semi-infinite and built out offour principle layers which only interact with their respective nearest layer. Ina restatement of the standard renormalization technique [61], the recursive setof equations to be solved is given as:
gsα(E) = (E1− ξ−1∞ ) (2.8)
ξi+1 = ξi + ai(E1− ηi)−1biηi+1 = ηi + ai(E1− ηi)−1bi + bi(E1− ηi)−1aiai+1 = ai(E1− ηi)−1aibi+1 = bi(E1− ηi)−1biξ0 = Hα, ηα,0 = Hα, a0 = Tα, b0 = T†α
The initial values are obtained by a standard SCC-DFTB calculation applyingperiodic boundary conditions as described in the previous section. Using theseunperturbed Green’s functions of the contacts, one can then construct theself-energy matrices.
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It is now time to also treat the device region at SCC level. The device Green’sfunction of the coupled system
GrD(E) = [E1−HD(t = 0)−Σ(E)]−1 (2.9)
can be used to calculate the initial device density matrix according to equilib-rium Green’s function theory before any bias is applied:
σD(t = 0) = ∫ ∞−∞ dE 12pi f (E)Im{GrD(E)} (2.10)
The integration of the Green’s function can be treated analytically in the WBL,but general difficulties arise regarding the lower integration boundary whichwill be discussed in the next section. TheMulliken charges can now be obtainedfrom
qα = Trα[σDSD] (2.11)
where Trα is the trace over all atomic orbitals at site α. The charges yield theelectronic density via Eq. 2.3 and the potential by solving the Poisson equation(at V = 0) for the potential δVH induced by the difference density δρ
∇2δVH(r) = −4piδρ(r) (2.12)
on a real space grid forming a box which is enclosing the device region. Theresulting potential is then projected onto the atomic sites by
δVα = ∫box drδVH(r)e− 165 Uα|r−Rα|∫box dre− 165 Uα|r−Rα| (2.13)
which is then used to calculate the SCC addition to the zeroth-order DFTBHamiltonian H0µν[ρ0] as
Hµν = H0µν[ρ0] + δVµν[{∆q}] (2.14)
δVµν = 12(δVα + δVβ)Sµν µ ∈ α, ν ∈ β (2.15)
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This leads to a self-consistent cycle which concludes with the density matrixthat is used as a starting point for the time dependent propagation.
Using the initial density matrix and the self-energies, the dissipation terms Qαcan now be calculated from Eq. 1.93 in conjunction with Eq. 1.94. The densitymatrix is then propagated in time by the Runge-Kutta method, typically infourth order (second and sixth order RK is also implemented). When the newdensity matrix at σD(t + ∆t) with chosen time step ∆t has been constructed,the Poisson equation is solved again to update the DFTB Hamiltonian, whichin turn yields the ingredients necessary for the next step in the propagation.At each time t , the current is calculated from
Iα(t) = −Tr[Qα(t)] (2.16)
The history of the propagation is contained in the K-term of Eq. 1.94 throughthe propagator U(t), the Hamiltonian itself is local in time and thus the ex-change and correlation are treated adiabatically.
2.3. Test calculations and examples
2.3.1. Typical parameters, voltage profiles and systems
A model structure frequently encountered in this work is 1,4-benzenediol cou-pled to aluminum leads, see Fig. 2.1. The geometry of the hydrogen-passivatedbenzenediol-molecule had previously been optimized using DFTB and thensymmetrically placed between the leads without further optimization. Gener-ally, we do not account for changes of the geometry due to the time-dependentbias, since the corresponding mechanics are still unknown and should not playa major role for the qualitative information we are interested in. For the alu-minum, the experimental bulk lattice constant of 4.05 Å [62] was used. In thesame way, systems were constructed with the central molecule being alkanesand alkenes and used in this work.
Figure 2.1: The device region of the Al-1,4-benzenediol-Al test system consistingof 48 atoms, in addition to the 144 atoms of the leads.
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The transmission of our test system is small at the Fermi energy (T(EF ) ≈ 0.024)and transport is carried by the pi-orbitals of the conjugated structure. Through-out our projects, hydrogen atoms are described with their s-orbital whereascarbon, oxygen and aluminum are described with s- and p-orbitals. Thecalculations using gold additionally include its d-orbitals.
All calculations presented are converged with respect to the time step (typi-cally ∆t = 3-5 attoseconds). A small enough step size is crucial for the timepropagation to be numerically sound and physically correct. The total evolu-tion time varies depending on the goal of the calculation and is usually in therange of 30-50 fs for a total of roughly 10000 individual time steps. The inputvoltage profile is completely arbitrary and the amplitudes of the voltages usedcan go beyond linear response. However, very steep jumps should be avoidedfor numerical reasons. Fig. 2.2 shows common choices.
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Figure 2.2: Typical input voltage profiles for tranDFTB used in this work: ex-ponentially damped, sinusoidal and Lorentz shape.
Using the exponential voltage profile V = V0(1 − e− tt0 ) as depicted in Fig. 2.2with different time constants, one can see in Fig. 2.3 that the initial turn-onincrease of the voltage influences the transient current before a steady stateis reached, but not the steady state itself [20]. Note that we always plot thecurrent through only one of the interfaces (i.e. the left side), as the dc steadystate is equal for both interfaces. Due to charging of the system, the currentsat the two interfaces may be different under ac bias (see following chapters)and in transient times [63].
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Figure 2.3: The influence of various time constants for the initial exponentialdamping on transients and the steady state. V0 = 3.5V, Al-1,4-benzenediol-Al.
In the limit ITD∞ = limtÏ∞ I(t), it is interesting to see if the steady state recoversthe Landauer result (see also Ref. [64]), which doubles as a good test to verifythe time propagation. In Fig. 2.4 you can see that for the whole voltage rangeof interest, the time-dependent steady state for t Ï∞ coincides almost exactlywith the steady state obtained from a standard Landauer calculation. In bothcases, the same Hamiltonian in the wide band limit was used, and the time-dependent current had to be averaged over the last 2 of 20 fs due to smalloscillations still being present. As a byproduct, it can be concluded that forlocal functionals, the time-dependent propagation does not contain additionalinformation when looking for steady state properties [63]. As discussed inRef. [64] multiple or no steady states may exist in model systems, but weren’tobserved in the systems used within this work. However, sizeable differencesbetween the standard Landauer NEGF current and the TD current are expectedfor non-local functionals even in the linear response regime.
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Figure 2.4: Comparison of time-independent Landauer steady state calculationsusing tranDFTB and the steady states that are reached by the time-dependentpropagation.
2.3.2. The outer density matrix blocks in the WBL
The following is a discussion of a problem arising for the integration of theGreen’s function in the WBL, mentioned in the context of Eq. 2.10 found inthe previous section. As mentioned, tranDFTB calculates the Mulliken chargesfrom the device density matrix and the overlap according to
qα =∑µ∈α
∑
ν (σD)µν(SD)νµ (2.17)
with i denoting the orbital index of atom A and j the orbital index of theremaining system. In order to evaluate this product, one also needs blocks inthe density matrix coupling the device to the leads, since
σ · S =  σL σLD 0σ †LD σD σDR0 σ †DR σR
 · SL SLD 0S†LD SD SDR0 S†DR SR
 (2.18)
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leads to
qα =∑µ∈α
(∑
ν (σD)µν (SD)νµ +
∑
ν (σDL)µν (SLD)νµ +
∑
ν (σDR)µν (SRD)νµ
) (2.19)
for the atoms within the device region. The outer density matrix blocks σDLand σDR can be calculated from the full system Green’s function in which thedescription of lead α is already replaced by the surface Green’s function gsα
Grfull =
 (gsL)−1 TLD 0TDL ESD −HD TDR0 TRD (gsR)−1
−1 (2.20)
Recursive blockwise matrix inversion yields
Grfull =
 gsL + gsLTLDGrTDLgsL −gsLTLDGr gsLTLDGrTDRgsR−GrTDLgsL Gr −GrTDRgsRgsRTRDGrTDLgsL −gsRTRDGr gsR + gsRTRDGrTDRgsR
 (2.21)
with the device Green’s function
Gr = [ESD −HD −Σ]−1 = [ESD −HD − TDLgsLTLD − TDRgsRTRD]−1 (2.22)
In equilibrium, the density matrix is calculated from
σ = ipi
∫ dE f (E) [Gr(E)−Ga(E)] = − 2pi Im
(∫ dE f (E)Gr(E)) (2.23)
the outer blocks can readily be identified as
σDL = 2pi Im
(∫ dE f (E)GrTDLgsL) (2.24)
σDR = 2pi Im
(∫ dE f (E)GrTDRgsR) (2.25)
The issue now arises when employing the wide band limit, as the surfaceGreen’s function and the coupling terms to the leads become independent ofenergy:
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σWBLDL = 2pi Im
{(∫ EF
EB dE Gr
)TDLgsL} (2.26)
qWBLα = −∑µ∈α
∑
ν
2pi Im
{(∫ EF
EB dE Gr
)
µν (SD − TDLgsLSLD − TDRgsRSRD)νµ
}
(2.27)
The integral is now only carried out over Gr and no longer converges if thelower integration boundary is set to be EB Ï −∞ as without the wide band limit,since the Green’s function decays as 1E below the lowest states of the system.Therefore, if the outer blocks are to be included in the calculation, one hasto specify an artificial lower integration boundary for the above integral. Onthe other hand, omitting the outer blocks leads to unphysical charge buildupsat the interface between device region and leads, as was first observed in acarbon chain, see Fig. 2.5
Figure 2.5: Effect of the outer density matrix blocks on a carbon chain inequilibrium. Top: non-WBL with outer blocks. Center: non-WBL withoutouter blocks. Bottom: WBL without outer blocks.
Intuitively, there should be no partial charges in a homogeneous carbon chain.Omitting the outer blocks leads to a charging of the atoms near the interfacein addition to the charge error introduced by the wide band limit itself. Thepolarity of the additional charging depends on the atoms in question and mayalso lead to error correction in other systems. Since tranDFTB is tailoredtowards numerical efficiency, the WBL is crucial for the time-dependent part,and consistency demands that the WBL and the same choice for EB arealso used for the initial density matrix of the propagation calculated in thetime-independent part of the code.
We explored various options how to specify the lower integration boundary.Dynamical approaches include setting it as the lowest energy of the surfacedensity of states in the leads or choosing it in a way that the total differencecharge of the whole system to the non-WBL result is close to zero. Ourinvestigations showed that the time-dependent current was almost entirely
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independent of the charges at the boundary and the choice of EB. For ourusual test system Al-1,4-benzenediol-Al and other junctions with metallic leads,omitting the outer blocks led to considerable error correction with the wideband limit (see Fig. 2.6) and to charge distributions very close to the non-WBLincluding outer blocks.
This fact combined with the unwanted arbitrariness of the lower integrationboundary led us to omitting the outer blocks in our test calculations below.However, one has to keep in mind that the error in the charge distributionmight lead to effects in other quantities than the current and thus the influenceof the outer blocks should always be checked. Especially when calculating theresponse to alternating currents, the charge distribution is crucial. We willtherefore investigate the changes introduced by the outer blocks in the nextchapter about dynamic admittance.
Figure 2.6: Error correction in the Al-1,4-benzenediol-Al test system. Top:WBL including the outer blocks with a cut-off at EB = −3.0 H. Bottom: WBLwithout outer blocks.
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Chapter3
Dynamic admittance
3.1. Introduction
We first stay in the linear regime and focus on the full frequency-dependentac response; its amplitude and phase shift with respect to the (small) voltage.Note that the code is fully capable of tackling this problem for finite bias, butthe quantity we are investigating in this section is the frequency-dependentadmittance Y (ω) defined in linear response. It connects the Fourier transformsof the current response Iα(t) and the voltage signal Vα(t) applied to lead α.
Iα(ω) =∑β Yαβ(ω)Vβ(ω) (3.1)
Re[Y (ω)] will be called dynamic conductance, Im[Y (ω)] dynamic susceptance.We are only concerned with the current flowing through the device from oneside to another in a two-terminal system without a gate, so we set α = L (leftdevice-lead-interface) and β = R (right device-lead interface) and thus I = IL,V = VR, Y = YLR. The input signal V (t) is, for now, purely sinusoidal.
V (t) = Vac sin(ω0t) (3.2)
In recent years, theoretical descriptions of this quantity - although hard to ac-cess experimentally - became more numerous. The treatments include energy[65, 66, 67, 68] and time [69] domain approaches. In the following, we apply ourtime-resolved method to obtain information about the high frequency admit-tance in molecular junctions consisting of up to 200 atoms in the device regionalone.
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3.2. Connection of admittance and dc transmission
In 1993, Fu and Dudley [70] connected the linear response theory for the admit-tance with the Fisher-Lee relations [48] to obtain a Landauer-like expression forY (ω) with transmission and reflection amplitudes described by Green’s func-tions. This way, they could derive analytical expressions for the frequency-dependent admittance of a single level system. Given a resonant single leveltransmission as
T(E) = γ2(E − E0)2 + γ2 (3.3)
with E0 being the energy of the single level and γ its broadening, the admittancethen reads
Re[Y (ω)] = G0 γ2ω
[arctan(µ − E0 + ωγ
)− arctan(µ − E0 − ωγ
)] (3.4)
Im[Y (ω)] = G0 γ4ω ln
{ [(E0 − µ + ω)2 + γ2][(E0 − µ − ω)2 + γ2][(E − µ)2 + γ2]2
} (3.5)
Here, µ is the chemical potential and G0 the conductance quantum. In ourtime-resolved simulations, we obtain Y (ω) directly from the current and voltagesignals:
Y (ω) = I(ω)V (ω) (3.6)
To access I(ω), one can carry out multiple calculations of I(t) for varyingdriving frequencies ω0 and extract the respective amplitude and phase shift, orone uses a voltage input signal V (t) which contains all frequencies and takesFourier transforms of voltage and current. The latter certainly makes moresense when trying to access a frequency-dependent quantity in one single run,and while the numerical efficiency of TD-DFTB would allow both ways forjunctions the size of our test systems, single frequency calculations are just awaste of resources and inconvenient for the very large systems we would liketo investigate later.
In order to set up the Fourier (or rather: Laplace) transform, we conduct asmall test to see which input signal works well as is also mentioned in [63].Defining
V (ω) = ∫ ∞0 V (t)eiωtdt (3.7)43
we look for a suitable temporal profile of the voltage which can in principlebe arbitrary. However, our usual choice of an initially dampened exponentialprofile
V (t) = V0(1− e− tT ) (3.8)
turned out to be problematic since the Fourier transform does not exist forω Ï 0 without the addition of an artificial dampening factor eκt, κ < 0. Asthe results for different choices of this arbitrary dampening where far fromoptimal, we tried a Lorentzian input signal of the form
V (t) = V0pi γ(t − t0)2 + γ2 (3.9)
which yielded satisfying results (see Fig 3.1 for a comparison to single fre-quency calculations).
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Figure 3.1: Reference from single frequency calculations compared to aFourier-transformed Lorentz voltage profile.
Therefore we can use the Fourier transform of a Lorentzian voltage signaland its response in the following. Looking at the real and imaginary part ofthe admittance for our usual test system in Fig. 3.2 and comparing it with
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the Fu-Dudley result of a single level, we can see a qualitative resemblance[63]. The response of the system is capacitive, for small frequencies the realpart increased quadratically whereas the imaginary part decreases linearly, inaccordance to a classical RC circuit, where the admittance expanded to secondorder in frequency reads:
YRC(ω) ≈ −iωC + ω2C2R (3.10)
At first sight, the transmission obtained within tranDFTB using Eq. 1.55 cer-tainly offers the interpretation of molecular levels inducing the features in theadmittance. This can be seen by the Fu-Dudley result for a single level at|µ − E0| = 2 eV also shown in the picture, which roughly corresponds to theenergy of the first larger broadenings in the transmission. A second largestructure around |µ−E0| = 4 eV might then be responsible for the second Fu-Dudley-like resonance in the admittance with its again decreasing susceptanceand increasing conductance. Since the effect of the level broadening on theadmittance becomes smaller the further the resonance is away from the Fermienergy, the qualitative agreement seems very promising.
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Figure 3.2: Left: Real and imaginary part of the admittance for the Al-1,4-benzenediol-Al system. Top right: Single level result for |µ − E0| = 2 eV andγ = 0.5 eV according to Fu and Dudley. Bottom right: transmission of theinvestigated system.
In order to test and demonstrate the numerical efficiency of our method, wethen calculated the dynamic admittance for a comparatively large capacitive
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system, a hexene molecule contacted to gold leads at the (111) surface, see Fig.3.3.
Figure 3.3: Au-Hexen-Au junction consisting of 172-86-172 atoms.
The device consists of 86 atoms, the leads of 172 atoms each. The experimentalbulk lattice constant of roughly 4.08 Å is used [71] and the valence orbitals arecaptured up to l=2 for gold. A total evolution time of 40 fs with a time steppingof 0.04 fs means the calculation of 1000 individual time steps for a systemthis large. Fig. 3.4 shows the resulting admittance. In accordance to theearlier interpretation, the curve becomes more structured with a lot of smallerfeatures, which would fit the larger amount of sharp peaks in the respectivetransmission.
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Figure 3.4: Left: Admittance curve for the Au-Hexen-Au system, calculatedfrom the Fourier transform of a Lorentzian voltage input. Right: Transmissionof the junction.
Encouraged by these results, we aimed to find a way of calculating or estimating
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the admittance out of the information contained in the dc steady state trans-mission for a multilevel system. The transmission was fitted by using the levelpositions and broadenings known from the equilibrium calculations leaving theinterference phases between the peaks as free parameters. A superposition ofinterfering Fu-Dudley resonances was then constructed, but the predictionswere far off compared to the admittance calculations. Further doubts regard-ing the interpretation of the dc transmission carrying the relevant informationfor the admittance arose when looking at other capacitive systems with alu-minum leads. In Fig. 3.5 we show the admittance curves for Al-octane-Al andAl-octene-Al. The overall shapes are similar, the changes due to the differentmolecular transmission smaller than anticipated. It is not at all clear that onecan find a one-to-one correspondence from transmission to admittance judgingby these results.
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Figure 3.5: Left: Al-octane-Al admittance and transmission. The transmissionfeatures a large gap due to the lack of pi-systems in the molecule. There is notransmission up to exceedingly high energies. Right: Al-octene-Al admittanceand transmission.
We face a similar issue when now investigating an inductive system. In the fol-lowing we look at a carbon chain with 16 atoms in the device region, inductivedue to the perfect transmission at and near the Fermi energy originating fromthe pi bonds.
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Figure 3.6: Left: carbon chain admittance and transmission. Right: Singlelevel theory result for a level at E = EF with a width of γ = 0.8 eV
In Fig. 3.6 we see that the qualitative shape of the calculated carbon chainadmittance is very similar to the Fu-Dudley approach for a single resonantlevel at the Fermi energy, just for a transmission of T(EF ) = 2 instead of 1.While the overall behavior is fine and expected, the transmission away fromthe Fermi energy does not drop significantly as it would in the single levelpicture. Looking for a connection between admittance and transmission, itapparently makes not much sense that the carbon chain admittance drops tozero at energies where it is still transparent to carriers, see Fig. 3.7.
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Figure 3.7: Left: carbon chain transmission in the wide band limit (WBL).Right: transmission without the use of the WBL. Both calculated withintranDFTB.
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The unphysical oscillations in the carbon chain transmission are an artifact ofthe WBL and not limited to our code or approach. In the region of E−EF = ±5eV, the transmission is far too large for the admittance to drop asymptoticallytowards zero. So either the connection between transmission and admittanceis far more complicated than previously thought, or the admittance behavioris decided to a very large extent solely by the transmission in the vicinityof the Fermi energy. There is no doubt in the identification of an inductivesystem in comparison to a capacitive junction, but a rigorous interpretation ofthe precise shape influenced by the molecular resonances is not possible atthis point.
3.3. Influence of the contacts
When comparing capacitive systems, the qualitative shape of the admittancedoes not heavily depend on the molecule in the junction. In order to isolatethe contribution of the displacement current and the influence of the leads, weconstructed systems without any molecule inbetween, effectively plate capaci-tors with finite surface area. To our surprise, the admittance did not changemuch when we omitted the (capacitive) molecule, again suggesting that themolecular transmission is only important near the Fermi energy, see Fig. 3.8
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of the Al-1,4-benzenediol-Al system with and withoutthe central molecule. Left: Real parts of the admittance, Right: Imaginaryparts of the admittance
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Therefore, if the molecule features a gap around the Fermi Energy and thesystem behaves like a capacitor in consequence, the admittance is dominatedby the displacement currents in the leads even for frequencies high enough toreach molecular resonances. This is not straightforward as it could have beenpossible for the molecular resonances to bridge the capacitor, increasing theinductive features of the system.
If one simply replaces the contact aluminum atoms with gold atoms, the ad-mittance curve retains the correct capacitive features, but still changes consid-erably, see Fig. 3.9. The absolute value of the conductance and susceptancebecomes smaller, respectively, and the curve is more structured, presumeablydue to the increased density of states and also observed in Fig. 3.4.
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Figure 3.9: Otherwise identical plate capacitors made out of aluminum andgold, respectively. Left: Real parts of the admittance, Right: Imaginary partsof the admittance
In light of the importance of the contacts, the question might arise why theadmittance curves of, for example, the octane molecule in Fig. 3.5 still lookconsiderably different than the 1,4-benzenediol system. The reason is that in theformer, the aluminum contacts have to be further apart to fit the molecule in,decreasing the geometrical capacitance of the system. Looking at Eq. 3.10, thisin turn should result in a slower raise of the conductance and slower declineof the susceptance near the Fermi energy. This is exactly what happens, ascan be seen in Fig. 3.10. Again, the capacitive molecule does not play a majorrole in comparison to the electronic structure and geometry of the leads.
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Figure 3.10: Al-1,4-benzenediol-Al, Al-octane-Al and a capacitor with surfacedistance equal to the one in the octane system. Left: Real parts of the admit-tance, Right: Imaginary parts of the admittance
3.4. Comparison with other approaches
In the literature, the theory of time dependent transport in the framework ofthe NEGF formalism was published in 1994 by Jauho et al. [72] and implicationsfor ac transport further worked out by Anantram and Datta [10]. The mainequation for the particle current in a two-terminal geometry reads accordingto Jauho et al.:
I(t) = − 1pi
∫ t
−∞ dt1
∫ dε ImTr{e−iε(t−t1)ΓL(ε, t, t ′)[G<(t, t1) + fl(ε)Gr(t, t1)}(3.11)However, both publications only described the particle current as is sufficientfor the calculation of time-averaged currents. While this expression is com-prehensive for the purpose of describing rectification (discussed in the nextchapter), calculation of ac quantities like the dynamic admittance also needdisplacement currents to be accounted for. As it stands, without displacementcurrents, the above equation satisfies neither current conservation nor gaugeinvariance [10, 73]. However, the total current including both particle and dis-placement current is conserved in systems with central inversion symmetry[74]. The total displacement current is accessible via the derivative of the ac
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induced total pile-up charge QD in the device region, Id(t) = dQDdt , but it was notstraightforward how to distribute it over the probes of a multi-probe system.It was found that the total dynamic admittance from probe α to probe β lookslike [75]
Yαβ = Ycαβ − Ydβ∑γ Ycαβ∑γ Ydγ (3.12)
with Yc denoting the conduction from the particle current. For symmetrictwo-probe systems like ours, this reduces to the intuitive and simple form
Yαβ = Ycαβ + 12Ydβ (3.13)as can be derived easily from current conservation and gauge invariance. Thisway to include displacement currents and restore the basic conservation lawsis called the current partitioning approach. Additionally employing the wideband limit, the NEGF particle current and displacement current lead to anadmittance of the form:
Yαβ(ω) = 12piω
∫ ∞
−∞ dε [fβ(ε)− fα(ε + ω)]× (3.14)Tr[G(ε + ω)ΓβG†(ε)Γα]− iδαβTr[G(ε + ω)Γα − ΓαG†(ε)] (3.15)− i 14pi
∫ ∞
−∞ dε [fβ(ε)− fβ(ε + ω)]Tr[G(ε + ω)ΓβG†(ε)] (3.16)and the displacement current contribution in the third line disappears forω Ï 0. To arrive at this equation, one also has to linearize the two-timeGreen’s functions (or two-energy as in Ref.[10]) for small ac voltages withrespect to the steady state and ignore the ac potential in the device region.Therefore, the above equation is clearly an approximation, although it shouldbe a reasonable one when looking into linear response quantities like theadmittance. On the other hand, it is unclear if the linearization holds up forfrequencies in the optical regime and how significant the effect of ignoringthe induced ac potential could prove.
In order to further investigate the shape of our admittance curves, we decidedto compare our time-resolved results to an own implementation of the aboveformula. Due to the size of our systems, the brute force integration would takea considerable amount of time. However, defining
Heffij = Hij + (ΣrL)ij + (ΣrR)ij =∑k BikHk(B−1)kj
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where the matrix B contains the eigenvectors of Heff and Hk is a vector consist-ing of the respective eigenvalues, we quickly arrive at an analytical integrationwhich can be calculated in a matter of minutes with the SCC-shifted Hamilto-nian, the overlap matrix and the self-energy from the time-independent partof tranDFTB:
[∫ EF
EF−ω dE Gr(E + ω)ΓβGa(E)
]
in=∑kl
∫ EF
EF−ω dE Grik(E + ω)(Γrβ)klGaln(E)
= ∑jklm
∫ EF
EF−ω dE Bij [E + iη − (Hj − ω)]−1(B−1)jk(Γrβ)kl(B−1)∗ml[E − iη −H∗m]−1(B∗)nm
= ∑jklmBij(B−1)jk(Γrβ)kl(B−1)∗ml
∫ EF
EF−ω dE [E + iη − (Hj − ω)]−1[E − iη −H∗m]−1(B∗)nm
= ∑jklmBij(B−1)jk(Γrβ)kl(B−1)∗ml
∫ EF
EF−ω dE [E + iη − (Hj − ω)]
−1 − [E − iη −H∗m]−1[E − iη −H∗m]− [E + iη − (Hj − ω)] (B∗)nm
= ∑jklmBij(B−1)jk(Γrβ)kl(B−1)∗ml
ln(EF−(Hj+iη)+ωEF−(Hj+iη) )− ln( EF−(Hm+iη)∗EF−ω−(Hm+iη)∗)(Hj − iη − ω)− (Hm − iη)∗ (B∗)nm
=∑jm BijRjm
ln(EF−(Hj+iη)+ωEF−(Hj+iη) )− ln( EF−(Hm+iη)∗EF−ω−(Hm+iη)∗)(Hj − iη − ω)− (Hm − iη)∗ (B∗)nm
Using this integration, Eq. 3.16 reproduces exactly the result of Fu and Dudleydiscussed earlier if applied on a single level.
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Figure 3.11: Example predictions for the admittance using linearized Green’sfunctions in the wide band limit, as described in the text. Left: Two levels atE1 = 1.5 eV and E2 = 2.1 eV with Γ = 0.02 eV. Right: Three levels at E1 = 0.7eV, E2 = 1.8 eV, E3 = 2.3 eV and Γ = 0.2 eV.
In Fig. 3.11 one can see for two or three levels that the results of this equationlook similar to superposed single level Fu-Dudley peaks. Their height dependsmainly on the coupling of the respective levels to the contacts and theirdistance from the Fermi energy. While the qualitative shape of the singleresonances is in good agreement with our results, the overall superpositionfor our test systems is not.
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Figure 3.12: Comparison of the tranDFTB result for an aluminum capacitorwith the linearized theory resulting from an own implementation. Left: realpart of the admittance. Right: imaginary part of the admittance.
In Fig. 3.12 you can see that from h¯ω ≈ 2 eV to higher energies there is astriking resemblance between the qualitative shape of the curves. However,especially the real part is much larger in the approach we chose to compareto, and the initial response at lower frequencies is completely different. Whilethe agreement at higher energies is unlikely to be a coincidence, we initiallycould find no reason why the linearized approach exhibits such a largeresonance at about 0.3 eV. However, we can easily remove one of the biggestdifferences between the approaches by turning off the self-consistent updateof the ac device potential and carry out the propagation with the dc potentialdistribution only. The result is shown in Fig. 3.13. We now recover the peakpositions, their relative heights and their broadening with satisfying accuracy,but the overall magnitude of the admittance is still different. Note that in orderto match the first large peak, the result of the linearized approach had to bedivided by two. This is a coincidence, as this factor is not systematic whenlooking at different junctions like the carbon chain below.
A very important point here is the massive influence of the ac potential on theadmittance despite using very small ac amplitudes (|Vac| = 5 · 10−7 V). Chargeaccumulations and lag between the outer field and the response of the potentialwithin the device change the behaviour of the system considerably.
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Figure 3.13: The above comparison between the linearized approach and thetranDFTB result with the self-consistent update of the device potential switchedoff. Left: real part of the admittance. Right: imaginary part of the admittance.
Just as a reminder: due to the system being a plate capacitor, there is zerodc transmission through the junction and the whole response is due todisplacement current depending on the electronic structure of the leads. Thus,in equation 3.16, only the term in the last line contributes.
Next, we check the influence of the ac potential on the admittance of the carbonchain. First, we show the full tranDFTB including the potential update andcompare it to the linearized approach, see Fig. 3.14.
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Figure 3.14: Comparison of the tranDFTB result for a carbon chain with thelinearized theory resulting from an own implementation. Left: real part of theadmittance. Right: imaginary part of the admittance.
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We see an inductive system in which the particle current contributes about athird to the total current, with the displacement current still dominating. Evenwith the potential update still turned on, we do not observe a large quantitativedifference between the admittance curves of the carbon chain as presentfor the capacitive system. Upon neglecting the ac potential, there is also nosystematic factor of two visible, as mentioned above (see Fig. 3.15). Howeverin this case, the agreement becomes slightly worse.
It is striking that the corrections induced by taking into account the time-dependent ac potential within the device region are far larger for capacitivesystems. It came to our attention that very recently, the current partitioningapproach was compared to an analytical expression taking into accountthe self-consistent potential update [76]. The author shows that the currentpartitioning as used in the literature is only valid for perfect conductors. Thisdoes not only mean that the transmission near the Fermi energy has to beequal to the number of conduction channels, the system also has to stayperfectly conducting when applying an ac bias. This is in general not truesince especially for higher frequencies, initially inductive systems can becomecapacitive [67].
This remark serves as a good explanation why the deviations induced bythe ac potential profile are much stronger for a capacitive system (Fig. 3.12)compared to the carbon chain which is perfectly conducting in the vicinityof the Fermi energy (Fig. 3.14). The requirement of the system being aperfect conductor directly translates into the requirement of an uniform andflat potential distribution within the device region. Therefore, we investigateits shape as a function of frequency. To this end, we take the time-dependentpotential δVH(r, t) in the vicinity of the carbon chain atoms along the transportdirection (x) and Fourier-transform the result, yielding δVH(x, ω), then plotthe distribution for various frequencies. The result is shown in Fig. 3.16. Itturns out that the carbon chain potential, initially showing the flat shape inaccordance to the current partitioning approach, becomes increasingly linear(i.e. it develops a resistance) for higher frequencies. This is in line with thereport of [76].
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Figure 3.16: Plots of the device potentials induced by the ac voltage at variousfrequencies in the carbon chain.
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Figure 3.17: Plots of the device potentials induced by the ac voltage at variousfrequencies in the Al-benzenediol-Al system.
Therefore, the current partitioning approach is only a good approximationnear the Fermi energy of the carbon chain, but becomes increasingly inac-
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curate the higher the frequency is chosen, supporting our admittance resultsin Fig. 3.14. In contrast, the Al-benzenediol-Al system acts as a resistanceto ac transport even at low frequencies with a linear potential across themolecule. While the principle layers out of lead material are well conductingat first, even they develop a non-flat potential distribution beyond h¯ω ≈ 2 eV.(see Fig. 3.17). For capacitive systems, the current partitioning approach istherefore inaccurate across the whole frequency range in use. Qualitative andquantitative deviations of unknown magnitude are expected and could wellexplain the large corrections by our approach in Fig. 3.12. Furthermore, theac potential update is apparently shifting lead levels carrying the ac current,as can be seen from the peak positions in Fig. 3.13 relative to Fig. 3.12. It cannow be assumed that the influence of these level shifts is larger in capacitivesystems with their structured transmissions than in the carbon chain, whereconducting levels are very numerous around the Fermi energy before andafter the shift.
What is left to discuss is which approximations are responsible for thedifferences between the approaches still present even after switching off theac potential update. It is possible that by doing this, we introduce errors toour method since one of the prerequisites for the propagation is a smoothtransition of the potential from the device to the lead, as mentioned earlier.This was the reason why lead material had to be included into the deviceregion in the first place. This requirement also does not allow for verysimple test systems to be calculated, and we have to make due with largelead-molecule-lead systems or atomic chains. Therefore, when comparingdifferent approaches for these large systems, it is also hard to identify whichconsequences result from certain approximations.
One deliberate error that is certainly present within our method is the neglec-tion of the outer blocks of the density matrix in the steady state and the timedependent propagation, as described earlier. One has to make sure that theinfluence of the outer blocks on the admittance is small enough to justify this.As can be seen in Fig. 3.18, the comparison with a calculation including outerblocks with an arbitrary Green’s function lower integration cutoff at EB = −3.0H did not change the admittance significantly. The same holds true for thecarbon chain, our example for inductive systems.
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Figure 3.18: Al-1,4-benzenediol-Al with (integration cutoff EB = −3.0 H) andwithout the outer blocks of the density matrix in the time-independent part.Left: real part of the admittance. Right: imaginary part of the admittance.
As can be seen from Eq. 3.10, the ominous factor of two appearing in the sizeof the first resonance of the capacitive system can be directly attributed to alarger capacitance. Therefore, we will further analyze the aluminum capacitorin the next section, checking the plausibility of its qualitative behaviour.
3.5. Capacitance and induced charges
The quantity we are interested in is the frequency dependent complex electro-chemical capacitance C(ω), which is directly related to the admittance. [77, 78]
C(ω) = i 1ωY (ω) (3.17)
Büttiker [79, 80] analyzed the electrochemical capacitance in the Thomas-Fermi approximation to the Lindhard description of screening; the majoraspects about its differences to the conventional capacitance of a macroscopiccapacitor will be restated in the following.
A macroscopic capacitor can be described by an electrostatic capacitance C0in series with two dc-resistances R = R1 +R2 , the respective admittance givenby Eq. 3.10. The frequency-dependent electrochemical capacitance C(ω) of a
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mesoscopic capacitor does now additionally depend on the generalized globaldensity of states (GDOS) DI,II(ω) of the respective plates:
1C(ω) = 1C0 + 1DI(ω) + 1DII(ω) (3.18)
with
Dα(ω) = Tr∫ dE2pi f (E)− f (E + ω)ω [Gr(E + ω)ΓαGa(E)] (3.19)
and in our case DI(ω) = DII(ω). One can picture Eq. 3.18 as an electrostaticcapacitance in series with two frequency-dependent quantum capacitors. De-pending on the size of the capacitor, the correction terms can be of the sameorder as the electrostatic (geometrical) capacitance. In the limit of a macro-scopic capacitor, the GDOS become large enough for the corrections to vanish.
R1 R2
C0
Figure 3.19: Top: Mesoscopic capacitor coupled to two reservoirs, where theoscillating outer potential changes δV1, δV2 introduce inner potentials changesδU1, δU2. Bottom: Macroscopic conductor described by three separate ele-ments: dc resistances R1, R2 and an electrostatic capacitance C0.
The electrochemical capacitance C(ω) of a mesoscopic conductor as shownin Fig. 3.19 is a thermodynamic quantity describing the system as a whole,
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in contrast to the parameters C0, R1 and R2 of a macroscopic capacitorwhich are separate descriptions of the system constituents [80]. The quantumcapacitance correction is a consequence of the Pauli principle, which needsan extra energy dependence in order to fill the limited space in a mesoscopiccapacitor with electrons [77]. An applied electric field can not be screenedcompletely, and the injected charge is stored inside the respective plate over ascreening length penetrating it. This means that in contrast to a macroscopicconductor, the capacitively induced charges are not staying only at the surface.The δU1, δU2 depicted in Fig. 3.19 represent an average change of the innerpotential in the respective plate and cannot be derived directly from the outerpotential change δV1, δV2 [80].
It is not at all clear how the geometrical capacitance C0 behaves exactly whenthe system parameters are changed. There is no such thing as a plate in ourdescription, but rather single surface atoms with strong border effects, render-ing it unlikely that the simple C0 ≈ Ad (with A being the surface area and d thedistance between the plates) is an approximation of any usefulness. However,qualitatively, an increased surface area or decreased distance should still resultin higher capacitance. It was already shown in Fig. 3.10 that a larger distancebetween the plates increases the capacitance according to Eq. 3.10, as expected.
It is now crucial that this is not true for the linearized approach according toEq. 3.16, since there is a one-to-one correspondence between the descriptionof the displacement current in this formula (the third line) and the GDOSdefined above. For a symmetrical system in which only the displacement partis non-zero, the capacitance becomes (according to 3.17 and 3.19) simply
1C(ω) = 2D(ω) (3.20)
with D(ω) = DI(ω) = DII(ω). Comparison to Eq. 3.18 reveals that no geometricalcapacitance C0 is taken into account. The linearized approach is thereforeindependent of the distance between the plates, offering an explanation for thelarge deviations still present in Fig. 3.13 which suggest a lower capacitance inthe tranDFTB result. If only the surface area of the systems is increased, Eq.3.16 will still yield a higher capacitance though, as the GDOS also becomeslarger. To demonstrate this, a system with a broader surface area (see Fig.3.20) has been calculated.
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Figure 3.20: Aluminum capacitor with the same plate distance and surfaceorientations as the Al-1,4-benzenediol-Al test system - (100) along the transportdirection - but with a larger surface area. The device region consists of 196atoms in total.
The results can be seen in Fig. 3.21. Again, the admittance shows the expectedbehavior of a quadratically increasing dynamic conductance with a steeperslope for the larger surface area, and a steeper linear decrease of the dynamicsusceptance. The surface area is larger by a factor of 9 and the correspondingchange in the admittance near ω = 0 is roughly a factor of 4, as can most easilybe seen when looking at the imaginary part of the admittance. Since C0 ≈ Ad isonly a rough approximation in this case due to the finite plates and the quantumpart of the capacitance is also changing slightly, quantitative deviations areexpected. Still, the qualitative change of the capacitance is captured correctlywithin our approach.
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Figure 3.21: Capacitor resulting from omitting the molecule in the Al-1,4-benzenediol-Al system compared to a capacitor with a larger surface area(A1 ≈ 16Å2 to A2 ≈ 147Å2). Left: real part of the admittance. Right: imaginarypart of the admittance.
3.6. Negative capacitance
As a side note, we will briefly discuss the occurrence of negative capacitanceswhich were reported in the literature [81] for high frequencies. The latticeconstant of the capacitors used in the previous section is g1 = 4.05Å. Byincreasing it, we are essentially changing the coupling between the lead atomsand the entries of the self energy matrix become smaller. Fig. 3.22 shows thatthe capacitance stays largely constant for the first 1-2 eV and becomes negativeat high frequencies.
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Figure 3.22: Frequency-dependent capacitance for different aluminum latticeconstants, and thus different coupling. The experimental, previously used latticeconstant is 4.05Å. Left: real part of the capacitance. Right: imaginary part ofthe capacitance.
The critical frequency at which the sign of the capacitance changes decreasessystematically with smaller coupling Γ. This behavior has also been reportedin Ref. [81] who used a quantum dot contact with a single channel plate. Theyinterpreted the negative capacitances with the charge buildup not being able tofollow the bias; the determining quantity for the critical frequency is thoughtto be the RC time τRC = RC, which is considerably smaller in our systemsand therefore, the corresponding frequency is much larger. We can thereforeconfirm the trends observed in the above publication. Note that the capacitancefor small frequencies is slightly increasing with larger lattice constants, sincethe surface area is also becoming larger.
3.7. Short summary
The admittance properties of capacitive and inductive systems were analyzed,the respective identification of the system type is possible by looking at thedc transmission near the Fermi energy. Other than that, the dc transmissionof the junction does not contain the information needed to construct the ad-mittance curve, since the latter is dominated by displacement currents in thelead material. The qualitative shape of said curves is in line with a single levelmodel employed for comparison. We also compare our results to multi level
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approaches in the frequency domain which do not take into account the de-vice ac potential. We observe a very significant dependence of the admittancecurve on the potential distribution for capacitive systems, and much less so forinductive systems. The large disagreement for capacitive systems is attributedto the non-flat potential distribution invalidating assumptions of the frequencydomain method. In inductive systems, the approaches initially agree due to theflat potential across the device. Higher frequencies then render the initially in-ductive system resistive and therefore, disagreements appear. However, evenwhen switching off the ac potential update, quantitative differences between theapproaches remain and are explained by the neglection of the geometrical ca-pacitance by the frequency domain approach. Our method yields qualitativelycorrect and largely expected results throughout, including the confirmation ofnegative capacitances which are briefly touched.
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Chapter4
Photon-assisted tunneling and higherharmonics
4.1. Introduction
Having investigated the full ac response for small voltages, we now look intorectification processes which are also called photon-assisted tunneling (PAT).Applying radiation of a fixed frequency to an atomic or molecular junctiongenerally leads to the development of not only an oscillating ac current,but also modifies already existing dc currents flowing through the system.Even if no bias has been applied in the absence of the external radiation,asymmetries in the junction allow for the rectification to a dc current which isfrequently labeled photocurrent indicating that it was exclusively induced byPAT processes [7, 82, 83]. The occurrence of PAT is well documented in theexperimental literature and is found to be dominant over other light-inducedtransport mechanisms especially in the microwave regime and for lowerfrequencies [84], but depending on the junction also in the optical regime weare investigating. Apart from probing over which frequency range a certaintransport mechanism is dominating for a specific system, the measurementof rectification processes gives indirect access to estimations for local fieldenhancement by surface plasmons. Corresponding experiments have beenconducted recently using frequencies in the optical regime [85, 86].
The standard approach to PAT was introduced by Tien and Gordon [9, 87] andwill be outlined in the following. Whereas this heuristic Tien-Gordon descrip-tion does work well when compared with some experiments [85], the opticallyinduced voltage oscillation Vac is usually treated as a free fitting parameteras it is hard to be accessed otherwise. Furthermore, the agreement has onlybeen reported for a limited voltage and frequency range, if the conductancedoes not change a lot due to radiation, and for certain systems like suspended
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wires. Consequently, there is room for a more sophisticated description ofPAT. Our method provides significant improvements by taking into accountthe precise form of the time-dependent potential within the device region byself-consistent calculations. In the following, the results from both approacheswill be compared.
4.2. Basics, Tien-Gordon approach
From the theoretical side, external radiation is usually modeled by an adiabaticoscillating shift of the lead potential(s). This is also the description in ourapproach, in which the Hamiltonian does not couple directly to the externalfield and therefore no true electron-photon interaction is described. It is ingeneral unknown how the induced amplitude within the leads is connected tothe external amplitude, and experimentally it is, as mentioned, usually treatedas a free parameter fitted to theoretical models. The frequency of the inducedfield is assumed to be the same as outside, and the approaches are valid upto the plasma frequency of the respective lead material. Also note that whenmodelling interaction with light in this particular way, it implies that only theleads are hit by the photons.
In this spirit, the input voltage signal for our code describing the effects ofexternal radiation looks like
V (t) = Vdc(1− e− tt0 ) + Vac sinωt (4.1)
where the ac voltages will reach considerably beyond linear response. Theinitial exponential dampening of the dc voltage is for numerical reasons only;a sudden step-like raise at t=0 would lead to issues with the propagation.In order to obtain the presented results, one extracts information from thecurrent signal after the initial effects of the switching-on wore off. The inputsignal used is therefore the same V (t) = Vdc + Vac sinωt also discussed inthe theoretical descriptions to follow. An example input and output can beseen in Fig. 4.1. How precisely monochromatic laser light in a real systemis converted into an ac voltage within the leads depends on the system inquestion and is usually unknown. It can be extracted in cases where PAT isthe only dominant transport mechanism by measuring the second derivativeof the dc current with respect to an also applied dc voltage together with therectified current (see [87] and the discussion about higher harmonics below).Note that the enhancement of the ac amplitude in the current is so large thatthe dc component can no longer be seen with the bare eye, since the testsystem used is capacitive as discussed earlier in the context of the dynamicadmittance. It is important to keep in mind that the models presented below
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describe only the time-averaged current I(t) and not the full I(t) response.Especially at high frequencies, the time-averaged current is much moreaccessible experimentally than the time-resolved ac current trace.
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Figure 4.1: Left: Example input voltage signal for the Al-1,4-benzenediol-Altest system. Vdc = 0.05 V, Vac = 0.05 V, t0 = 0.5 fs, ∆t = 0.003 fs, ttot = 60 fs,h¯ω = 0.4 eV. Right: current response to the respective input signal.
When comparing with experiments, there are a number of transport mecha-nisms our approach does not capture. Since our Hamiltonian does not coupleto external fields, there can be no intra-molecular transitions which might playa larger role in molecular systems at frequencies reaching into the opticalregime. We also neglect temperature dependencies of any kind as well as theinfluence of the electrical fields on the geometry. Therefore we will not beable to describe thermoelectric currents which - for example - can originatefrom thermal expansion of the junction and the accompanying structuralchanges which influence bonding distances [7].
Besides the NEGF formalism, light-induced or light-enhanced transport can bedescribed in a variety of approaches including Floquet theory and the scatter-ing formalism (for a comprehensive review, see [84]). Recently, a sophisticated,gauge-invariant description of the problem to find the time-averaged (i.e. therectified dc) current was derived in the framework of NEGF [88, 89] startingat Eq. 3.11 and using the assumption that the ac potential in the device regionis of a simple, constant profile. Since this approach is still numerically verydemanding, it has rarely been put to use in molecular systems without signif-icant approximations. First, the wide band limit (which assumes the energy-
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independence of the lead self-energy) is employed. When applied to a singletime-dependent resonant level, given small Vac, ω and couplings to the leads ofproportional strength, the approach then reduces to an expression for the dccurrent very similar to the heuristic formulation that was suggested over 50years ago by Tien and Gordon. The deeper connection why the Tien-Gordon-result looks formally equal to the mentioned single level model is yet unknown[90]. Still, the similarities to the NEGF result add justification, and it yields goodqualitative results in some cases when staying in the linear response and lowfrequency regime [9, 87]. The Tien-Gordon expression reads
I(Vdc, Vac, ω) = 2 ∞∑l=−∞
[Jl (Vac2ω
)]2 ∫ dE T(E + lω)[fL(E, Vdc)− fR(E, Vdc)] (4.2)
which is fully determined by quantities that can be calculated without takinginto account any external radiation. The usual dc Landauer transmissionT(E) carries the information where "photons" of energy h¯ω are able tofind transmission channels to contribute to the current, and the respectiveharmonics are weighted by the Bessel function of first order Jl (Vac2ω ), stronglysuppressing higher orders of inelastic scattering. We again stress that thisequation is only expected to give good results for small Vac and also for smallfrequency ω, which suggests that our approach valid for very high frequenciesbeyond linear response can offer significant improvements: we can accountfor the shortcomings of the Tien-Gordon-approach in the description ofscreening effects and phase shifts within the device. A visualization of theconcept behind Eq. 4.2 can be found in Fig. 4.2 below.
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Figure 4.2: Visualization of the PAT concept in the Tien-Gordon picture. Anunbiased level is shifted by the dc voltage and photon sidebands are opened upby the external radiation. They are weighted by Bessel functions of first orderwith α = Vacω . Picture reproduced from Ref. [1].
4.3. PAT in symmetric junctions
In order to treat both approaches on equal footing, the transmission needed forthe Tien-Gordon expression is obtained from the steady state NEGF calculationin our code. The charge-corrected device Hamiltonian and the self-energiesare identical to the ones used for the initial conditions in the time propagation,which yields the presented PAT results and is calculated in the usual TD-DFTBframework with the PBE functional. For now, we are looking at the conduc-tance only, for which a simple form can be obtained easily from Eq. 4.2:
G(Vac, ω) = G0 ∞∑l=−∞
[Jl (Vac2ω
)]2 T(EF + lω) (4.3)
As earlier calculations have shown, the Al-1,4-benzenediol-Al test system staysin linear response for dc voltages up to |V | = 0.1 V. We choose Vdc = 0.05
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V and investigate the frequency-dependent rectification for various finite acvoltages beyond linear response. All data presented has been obtained witha total evolution time of ttot = 60 fs and a time step of ∆t = 0.003 fs. Assoon as the effects of the switching-on wore off, we extract a number of fullperiods depending on the frequency and calculate the time-average. Since theTien-Gordon description becomes very unreliable for larger voltages as theprecise shape of the induced ac potential becomes more and more importantand a direct comparison is no longer meaningful, we will limit ourselves tothe voltage range of [0:2.5V] for now.
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Figure 4.3: Top: Comparison between the results for the conductance obtainedfrom tranDFTB and the Tien-Gordon approach using constant α = Vacω = 0.5.The system is again Al-1,4-benzenediol-Al, the TD simulation parameters areVdc = 0.05V , ∆t = 0.003 fs, ttot = 60 fs. Bottom: transmission of the system atV=0 calculated in tranDFTB.
In the literature, Tien-Gordon calculations are usually parametrized by aconstant α = Vacω which means that the weighting of the various harmonicsstays the same as frequency and ac voltage are both increased alongside.In Fig. 4.3 we plot our results for the rectified conductance together withthe ones obtained from Tien-Gordon approach for constant α = 0.5. Thistranslates into a dc channel weighted by 88 % and a branching of roughly 6 %for processes absorbing or emitting a "‘photon"’ at the energies E − EF ± h¯ω,
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respectively. Higher orders are strongly suppressed for this value of α.Significant deviations from the dc conductance in the absence of radiationappear once the energy of these absorption or emission processes matchesa transmission channel of a molecular resonance. For the Tien-Gordonapproach, the position and broadening of these channels is given by the dctransmission. If one wants to keep the picture of electrons tunnelling atmodified energies through a transmission, its shape is significantly alteredwithin our approach.
In the case of Al-1,4-benzenediol-Al, it appears that we capture similar qual-itative features as the Tien-Gordon theory, but the effect of the resonance at|h¯ω| = 1.5 eV is not as pronounced. Further analyzing these deviations, in Fig.4.4 we fix the frequency at the large peak with the energy h¯ω = 1.5 eV andagain compare the prediction for the conductance of the two approaches. Thelarger Vac is chosen and thus the more we are leaving the ac voltage rangein which the Tien-Gordon approach is a good approximation, the more thetwo descriptions disagree. Our results show more structure in comparisonto the smooth and steady increase of conductance seen in the Tien-Gordonapproach. The lower part of Fig. 4.4 shows how all absorption and emissionchannels are strongly suppressed in both approaches if the induced ac voltageis considerably smaller than the induced "‘photon"’ energy.
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Figure 4.4: Top: Fixing the frequency of the induced oscillation to h¯ω = 1.5 eVwhich corresponds to the large resonance in Fig. 4.3, the amplitude of the acvoltage is varied to analyze the difference between the two approaches. Thesystem and the other simulation parameters remain unchanged. Bottom: Ifthe ac voltage is now fixed to Vac = 50 mV, both approaches predict highlysuppressed absorption and emission in the investigated frequency regime, theconductance stays at its dc value of roughly 0.024 G0.
The main difference between the two approaches is the treatment of the po-tential in the device region. For the Tien-Gordon formula derived from NEGF,the total potential VD (in tight-binding form of [88]) is assumed to look like
[VD(t)]µν = [SD]µν 12[Uµ(t) +Uν(t)] (4.4)Uµ(t) = Udcµ +Uacµ cos (ωt) (4.5)
where SD is the overlap matrix in the device region and Uµ denote atomicpotentials that are assumed to be identical for each orbital i in the same atom.Udcµ may now be included into the device Hamiltonian [88], therefore the mainissue is the choice of Uacµ . It has to be fixed to simple forms in order to arriveat a tractable equation like 4.2, in this case a symmetrical voltage drop at the
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interfaces and zero ac potential inbetween them, i.e.
Uacµ = UacL +UacR2 (4.6)
with UacL and UacR denoting the potentials induced by the ac voltage in therespective leads. Although it has been claimed that the ac potential profiledoes not play a central role [88, 89], this conclusion was reached by com-paring different simple shapes for Uacµ , like the mentioned drop only at thecontact-device interfaces or a linear interpolation within the central region.Looking at Fig. 3.16, the potential distribution of a system with lead materialin the device region is not necessarily linear. More importantly, the differentpotential profiles were only tested for very small voltages. We can thereforestill expect sizeable improvements by calculating the potential self-consistently.
In Fig. 4.5 we show how the two approaches compare if we choose a large acfrequency of Vac = 1.5 V throughout. The frequencies smaller than h¯ω = 1.5eV are now combined with a larger ac voltage than in 4.3 and we observethat the qualitative agreement is worsening. A higher voltage/frequency-ratiomeans that the weight of absorption and emission processes is increased.
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Figure 4.5: Top: The comparison of Fig. 4.3 for a fixed large ac voltage ofVac = 1.5 V. The disagreements for lower frequencies increase significantly.Bottom: transmission of the system at V=0 calculated in tranDFTB.
When connecting the benzene molecule not to aluminum leads, but to carbonchains, the transmission is smoothed out due to the reduced number of highlytransmitting channels. In consequence, also the rectification predictions inboth approaches become smoothed out curves, as one can see in Fig. 4.6. Thissupports that in our method, the structure of the dc steady state transmissionalso seems to have an effect on the rectification properties, but as it turns outin the following, there is no one-to-one correspondence. The shape of theresonance at E − EF = 5 eV cannot fully be captured since shortly above thatenergy value, the current becomes irregular due to numerical instabilities.
Also included within Fig. 4.6 is a plot in which the frequency is fixed at theposition of the first larger resonances in the transmission, i.e. h¯ω = 2.5. Again,if one now changes Vac, also α is varied, thereby increasing or decreasing therelative weight of emission and absorption processes.
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Figure 4.6: Top: Comparison using α = 0.5 for 1,4-benzenediol coupled tocarbon chains with an interatomic distance of 1.1 Å. The simulation parametersare the same as before. Center: Transmission of the system at V=0 calculatedin tranDFTB. Bottom: Comparison at fixed frequency of h¯ω = 2.5 eV.
For the other systems we investigated, the results of our approach almost seemunrelated to the prediction by Tien-Gordon. For an octene molecule coupledto aluminum leads, we had to plot the results of the two approaches separatelyto make the structures comparable, since they strongly differ qualitativelyand quantitatively, see Fig. 4.7. Closely following and examining the curves,one can see that the qualitative reaction on transmission features still agreein some of the cases, but at least quantitatively, there is no match. Given thelimitations of the Tien-Gordon approach at high voltages and frequencies, thisis understandable. The large deviations and proposed improvements are stillsurprising.
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Figure 4.7: Top: tranDFTB result using α = 0.5 for an octene molecule be-tween aluminum leads. The simulation parameters are the same as before.Center: Transmission of the system at V=0 calculated in tranDFTB. Bottom:Corresponding Tien-Gordon result.
For a seven-membered carbon chain between aluminum leads, the disagree-ment becomes even stronger, see Fig. 4.8. There also seems to be nosystematic explaining for which systems one can see an increased agreement.While this is clearly unsatisfying, there is also no apparent reason whythe steady state transmission should be a valid approximation for the actransmission at high voltages and frequencies. Since Tien-Gordon is still theprevalent theory in the literature, we have to present our corrections withoutfurther ways of validating them by comparison to other approaches.
As expected, a general statement true for all test systems is the increasingdisagreement for voltages beyond linear response. While the Tien-Gordonapproach is only valid for small voltages anyway, our time propagation may
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also run into numerical difficulties at voltages as high as 5V. While this regimeis of course easy to reach on the computer, experimentally it makes not muchsense to apply voltages that high onto a single molecule junction, as it willcertainly be destroyed. We conclude that above linear response, the steadystate transmission as used in the Tien-Gordon approach is not sufficient topredict the features of the frequency-dependent rectification, and the weight ofthe higher harmonics is much stronger than anticipated.
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Figure 4.8: Top: tranDFTB result using α = 0.5 for a seven-membered carbonchain between aluminum leads with an interatomic distance of 1.1 Å. Thesimulation parameters are the same as before. Center: Transmission of thesystem at V=0 calculated in tranDFTB. Bottom: Corresponding Tien-Gordonresult.
4.4. Asymmetric junctions and photocurrent
What is left to discuss is rectification for vanishing dc bias, but asymmetricjunctions, as mentioned in the introduction to this chapter. Pedersen and
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Büttiker [91] pointed out that the Tien-Gordon result falsely predicts a rectifiedcurrent completely independent of junction asymmetry, which they contributeto the lack of gauge invariance with respect to adding a constant potential.A symmetric junction can not exhibit a photocurrent by the basic symmetryargument that rectified currents flowing in two opposite directions have tocancel each other, i.e. IL = −IR. In the following we will show how ourapproach can account for this deficit.
Taking the usual Al-1,4-benzenediol-Al test system, we shifted the moleculeby 0.1Å along the transport direction while the lead principal layers stayfixed, consequently there is an asymmetric coupling of the oxygen to thealuminum. The resulting current response signal is averaged over multiplefull oscillation periods without including those that are visibly affected by theinitial switch-on. Note that due to the finite time stepping in both voltagesignal and current, we introduce an error by averaging, and there will betraces of the initial overshoot left in the signal even at later times. Therectified currents appearing are very small compared to the large ac currentinduced by the voltage of 1.5 V, leading to large relative error bars. That isthe reason why in Fig. 4.9, also the fully symmetric system seems to showrectification. A sensitivity analysis showed that error bars of ±25 to ±30 nA areappropriate for the used time step of ∆t = 3 attoseconds and total evolutiontime of ttot = 60 fs, leaving the expected result of the photocurrent Irect = 0within the accuracy limits. The estimated error bars were obtained by observ-ing the effect of omitting or adding one more data point in the current average.
Due to the sensitivity regarding the time step, the asymmetric data was re-peated using a much shorter time step of ∆t = 0.5 attoseconds with a total of120.000 individual steps. Far outside the error bars of this expensive calculation,rectification occurs for the asymmetric junction.
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Figure 4.9: Rectified current (photocurrent) at Vdc = 0 with Vac = 1.5V for asymmetric Al-1,4-benzenediol-Al junction and an asymmetric junction with themolecule displaced by 0.1Å along the transport direction
4.5. Higher harmonics and the quasi-static current approxi-mation
In this section, we repeat the arguments given in the second part of our publi-cation [92] about a closely related topic, the analysis of higher harmonics in theinduced oscillating voltage and the corresponding current. Their appearancecan be made obvious if one assumes that the current response to an ac bias ofthe form
V (t) = Vdc + Vac cos(ω0t) (4.7)
can be approximated by inserting the voltage into the current-voltage-characteristic without any external radiation, Idc(Vdc), at each point in time.This would require the current to follow the voltage instantaneously and con-stitutes a quasi-static picture. The expansion
I(t) ≈ Idc(Vdc + Vac cos(ω0t)) (4.8)
= Idc(Vdc) + ∞∑n=1 1n! d
nIdcdVn ∣∣∣Vdc(Vac cos(ω0t))n (4.9)
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truncated after second order yields
I(t) ≈ Idc(Vdc) + dIdcdV ∣∣∣VdcVac cos(ω0t) + 14 d2IdcdV 2 ∣∣∣VdcV 2ac[1− cos(2ω0t)] (4.10)
showing that for a non-linear current characteristic there are not onlyadditional contributions to the zeroth order as found in the rectificationcalculations above, but also that the current signal will incorporate higherharmonics. As mentioned earlier, the induced oscillating ac field Vac is usuallyunknown as it depends on screening and possible plasmonic excitations. Bymeasuring the second derivative of the dc current with respect to the voltageas well as the rectified current, one can get an estimation of the induced fieldand can therefore also access the local field enhancement of the externalvoltage. [93, 94]
The question to ask is now under which circumstances the above approx-imation is good enough for this estimation to be reasonable. It appears tobe a crude to assume that the current response can be obtained from theI-V-curve in absence of radiation and in full neglect of quantum effects likethe absorption or emission of photonic quanta described by the Tien-Gordonapproach of the last section. While for specific choices of systems (showinga flat transmission) or simulation parameters (α = Vacω small) the influence ofthese inelastic processes is indeed small, the ac current amplitude and thephase between current and voltage can change massively with frequency, aswe saw in the chapter about dynamic admittance.
The truncation after second order in Eq. 4.10 requires a small Vac andthe non-linearities of Idc around Vdc must not be too large. In molecularsystems, Idc will show strongly non-linear behavior when hitting molecularresonances. For weak bias, a larger gap positively influences the quality of thisapproximation, meaning that fully saturated compounds will be more likely tomatch the criteria than the molecular systems we are investigating.
In Fig. 4.10 one can see the phase difference between current and voltage bya plot of current and voltage for an irradiated junction. The current leads thevoltage, indicating capacitive ac transport. As in Fig. 4.1, despite the voltagebeing positive at all times, the amplitude enhancement in the current is so largethat it is changing signs. Also included in the picture is the sum of the currentsthrough the left and right interfaces. A nonzero sum means charging anddecharging of the device region which is properly accounted for in our code.
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Figure 4.10: Depiction of current and voltage for Vdc = −Vac = 0.01V after theinitial switch-on effects have worn off, showing their phase shift as calculatedby tranDFTB for the Al-1,4-benzenediol-Al test system. The smaller red curveis the sum of the currents through left and right interfaces enhanced by afactor of 1000. It indirectly shows the time-dependent charging of the deviceregion.
The quality of the quasi-static approximation may now be tested by insertingV (t) into the I-V-curve calculated by the static NEGF-Landauer module in ourcode and comparing it with the true time-dependent I(t) including quantumeffects and phase differences. First, Fig. 4.11 shows the I-V-curve, which isobtained by 80 individual static calculations and fitted with a high order poly-nomial, together with the resulting quasi-static current.
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Figure 4.11: Left: Fitted I-V-curve Idc(Vdc) from the static NEGF-Landauer mod-ule of tranDFTB obtained using the same Hamiltonian as the TD calculation.Right: Time-dependent external voltage V (t) and the corresponding quasi-staticapproximation Idc(V (t)) to the current.
It is in phase with the voltage inducing it and does have the same bias polarityat all times, in contradiction to the full TD current above. The I-V-curve showsa point symmetry at the origin due to the symmetry of the junction and staysroughly in linear response for up to ±0.2V . Strong non-linearities at around 2Vare a consequence of the increased transmission due to the lowest unoccupiedmolecular orbital (LUMO) coming in range. By looking at the full quantum I(t)curve in Fig. 4.10 one can see that its amplitude is larger by roughly a factorof 15 in comparison to the quasi-static current. About the same difference isalso observed when increasing the voltage amplitude to 1V , as can be seen inFig. 4.12 which contains a plot of the current signal for an evolution time of20 fs.
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Figure 4.12: Comparison between the full TD current and the quasi-static ap-proximation Idc(V (t)) for a voltage amplitude of Vdc = −Vac = 1V. The amplitudeof the quasi-static current is much smaller (enhanced by a factor of 5 in thepicture) and keeps the same polarity for the whole evaluation time.
In addition, the full I(t) stays smooth at all times whereas the quasi-staticcurrent follows the I-V-profile and consequently makes the non-linearitiesinduced by the molecular resonances clearly visible in the signal.
We now take a look at the higher harmonics by Fourier-transforming thecurrent responses. Starting with the smaller voltage of 0.01V, Fig. 4.13 showsthe full I(t) and the quasi-static current in frequency space. The plots are inunits of the frequency of the voltage oscillation ω0. I(t) exhibits no visiblehigher harmonics at this low voltage, while they can clearly be spotted forthe quasi-static approximation, consequently overestimating the effect of non-linearities in the current already for low bias. The limit ω Ï 0 also gives accessto the rectified current included in the signal. The change of the dc componentI(t)−IdcIdc is +0.8% for the quasi-static current and −1.1% for the full I(t), revealingthe importance of quantum effects.
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Figure 4.13: Fourier transforms |I(ω)| of the full quantum I(t) and its quasi-static approximation for Vdc = −Vac = 0.01V . The energy resolution is ≈0.08eV with a total evolution time of 50 fs.
Increasing the voltage to 1V as plotted in Fig. 4.14 leads to more non-linearitiesin both signals as expected. The I(ω) of our full quantum simulation nowshows higher harmonics which are clearly visible up to fifth order, while thequasi-static signal also includes higher orders in considerable amplitude. Therectification now leads to an increase of 60.8% in the dc component of the fullI(t) and 39.7% for the quasi-static approximation.
In both plots, it is striking that the full I(t), while featuring fewer orders ofhigher harmonics, shows also higher amplitudes. Furthermore, the peaks arenot as distinct as for the quasi-static current since they do not fall off as muchbetween the multiples of ω0. We suspect that this is a remnant effect of thetransients induced by the initial voltage raise during the switch-on process.
Concluding, one can see decisive differences between a full atomistic quantumsimulation and the classical quasi-static approximation. The amplitude of thecurrent response in time and frequency space, the smoothness of the signal aswell as the number of higher harmonics disagree significantly even for volt-ages as low as 0.01V. The quality of the quasi-static approach increases if thetransmission is flat in the energy regime of interest, as the I-V-curve will showweaker non-linearities. However, when analyzing molecular systems irradi-ated by light which induces oscillating lead potentials with a frequency in the
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microwave or optical regime, the structure of the molecular transmission willshow too extensive non-linear features for the approximation to hold. Con-sequently, the estimation of the rectified current by measuring d2IdV2 becomesunreliable quickly when investigating molecular junctions. In contrast, it ispossible to make theoretical predictions about rectification from full atomisticquantum simulations like established in our method.
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Figure 4.14: Fourier transforms |I(ω)| of the full quantum I(t) and its quasi-static approximation for Vdc = −Vac = 1V. The energy resolution is ≈0.08 eVwith a total evolution time of 50 fs.
4.6. Short summary
We present the application of our time-resolved transport approach tophoton-assisted tunnelling. We observe strong qualitative and quantitativedisagreements with the established description of PAT introduced by Tien andGordon. This is to be expected, since our approach calculates the ac potentialwithin the device self-consistently, can therefore account for screening andcharge accumulation, and is valid for arbitrary voltages and frequencies. Inconsequence, we offer a prediction for experiments in the high frequencyregime and improve on the inherently limited description of Tien and Gordon.We also show that our approach correctly predicts photocurrents (Vdc = 0)to be dependent on junction symmetry and vanish in the case of symmetric
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junctions - in contrast to the Tien-Gordon picture.
It is also discussed that a quasi-static approach to the current response is in gen-eral an insufficient approximation, especially in the case of molecular systemsin which the transmission is not flat. Even within linear response, the numberof higher harmonics, the rectified current and the smoothness of the signaldiffers significantly from the full atomistic quantum simulations we employ.
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Chapter5
Time-independent transport throughflexible adsorbed molecules
5.1. Introduction
During the early stages of this work, we were approached to help analyzing anexperimentally observed phenomenon which appeared when lifting a large,flexible molecule off a copper surface using a scanning tunnelling microscope(STM) tip. Understanding how molecules with significant conformational flex-ibility change their electrical properties when subjected to forces is of majorinterest, since it may be possible to find structures in which the conductancecan be modified by external forces in a way that molecular switches arefeasible.
Specifically, the molecule 1,4-Bis(Pyridin-4-ylEthynyl)Benzene (BPEB) isadsorbed on a copper surface and pulled up by the STM tip, also made ofcopper. Judging by the frequency shifts during the atomic force microscopy(AFM), the molecule undergoes plastic and elastic deformations. Most likelyconnected to these deformations are changes in the conductance, whichfeatures characteristic jumps (see Fig. 5.1). At position A, a stable andconducting bond between the surface and the molecule is believed to haveformed. Since during retraction, the conductance is not decreasing with thesame exponential distance dependence as within the approach, the molecule isthought to bridge the tip and the surface and being pulled up. Strong changesin the conductance (one order of magnitude) are observed at position B andC which can also be reproduced in similar molecules.
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Figure 5.1: The linear conductance from tip to surface during approach andretraction of the tip. The inset shows a Lewis structure of the molecule on topof an STM image. This can be used to identify the position of the nitrogenatom at which the tip is connecting and pulling up the molecule. Picture takenfrom our publication [95].
First theoretical estimations of what was happening came from empiricalforce field geometry optimizations. They were suggesting that the aromaticsystem of the molecule breaks down and joins again multiple times whendragged up, as the angle of the aromatic rings relative to each other changesover time. We were to confirm these findings with more accurate DFTcalculations, provide details on the binding characteristics and calculate thecurrent through the optimized structures in order to explain the conductancefeatures.
The project has been a joint effort of several groups in Germany, Spain and Italy[95]. By the author of this thesis, the initial geometry was constructed to modelthe experimental setup and later-on, binding curves and force calculations wereadded to the analysis. Another member of our group, Setianto, conductedsnapshot geometry optimizations for the process of pulling up the moleculewith an STM tip. Later, our colleagues in Rome calculated the current throughthese structures and compared them with the experiment. This chapter willmainly focus on the details of the theoretical calculations that were conductedwithin this thesis, for a more thorough description of the experimental setupand the current calculations we refer to the mentioned publication.
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Figure 5.2: The setup: BPEB lying flat on a copper surface and being pickedup with a simulated copper STM tip.
A visualization of the setup can be seen in Fig. 5.2. The first step wasthe recreation of the system geometry which was most likely present inexperiment. Since it took place in a low temperature environment (5K), theglobal minimum of the potential energy surface (PES) had to be found to startfrom the correct orientation of the molecule on the surface.
5.2. The initial geometry
First, the copper surface itself had to be created. All DFT calculations werecarried out with the Siesta software package [96] using public pseudo-potentialswhich were provided on the Siesta homepage and originate from the AbInit[97] project. The LDA potentials are constructed using Ceperley-Alderleycorrelation terms [98], the PBE pseudo-potentials are of the Troullier-Martins[99] type. In order to construct the surface, a copper fcc primitive unit cellwas relaxed in a bulk environment by the use of periodic boundary conditionsand a (8x8x8) Monkhorst-Pack mesh [100]. The LDA functional was usedin conjunction with a special basis set for copper which is optimized forthe description of bulks [101]. With the resulting lattice constant, largercells (24 and later 96 atoms) were subsequently created and again optimized,which led to small corrections. Following this procedure, the resulting bulklattice constant (aLDA = 3.56 Å) is a bit smaller than the experimental one(aexp = 3.60 Å) [102] and larger than the LDA bulk lattice constant reported inthe literature (aLDA−Lit = 3.53 Å) [103]. The underestimation of lattice constants
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is a general property of LDA, while our deviation from other LDA calcula-tions can be attributed to our special basis set which should yield better results.
Using our result, a surface consisting of a total of 280 copper atoms andfour layers was created. The two topmost layers which will later pointtowards the molecule were again relaxed with LDA and the special basisset. In a separate calculation, the geometry of the molecule was optimizedusing LDA and a double-zeta basis set with polarization functions (DZP) inthe gas phase. In order to get a rough estimate of the binding distancebetween surface and molecule, single point calculations at fixed geometry forvarying distances were carried out. For the description of the final system,the PBE functional including van-der-Waals interactions approximated bythe use of a Grimme s6 potential [104] would surely be more accurate thanLDA. However, the calculations would be considerably more expensive whichled us to testing if the LDA might be good enough, since its systematicaloverbinding leads to error correction with its lack of a description of vander Waals interactions. The binding distance predicted by the mentionedsingle-point calculations for PBE-vdW of zPBE = 2.4Å was close to and stilllarger than the prediction of LDA without any vdW-interactions, zLDA = 2.25Å,justifying the usage of the LDA for all further calculations. Note that thesebinding distances result from unrelaxed single point calculations with a flat,inflexible molecule. The binding distance upon full relaxation may vary slightly.
From the experiment the exact location and orientation of the molecule on thesurface was unknown. In order to find the global minimum of the potentialenergy surface, the whole system geometry was fully LDA-optimized fromvarious initial guesses, while only the topmost copper layer was allowed torelax along with the molecule. The molecule-surface distance was set to benear the previously found optimum. In order to test all possible orientationson the surface, the molecule was rotated by various angles (six rotations of 15degrees each were enough due to symmetry) in each of seven initial positionsrelative to the surface copper atoms (42 combinations in total). The optimal,diagonal orientation of the molecule allowed some copper atoms to be cut out,leaving a surface of 200 atoms. In all of these and the following calculations,only the Gamma point was used. The mesh grid cutoff was set to 200 Ry (fordetails please consult the Siesta manual). Finally, the result can be seen in Fig.5.3. To this optimized geometry, a static copper STM tip consisting of 10 atomswas added, docking at one of the nitrogens (blue). The flat adsorption of themolecule is in agreement with the STM images.
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Figure 5.3: The fully optimized initial geometry with the energetically mostfavorable molecule orientation (LDA).
5.3. Conformational Changes during retraction
The following is a short and selective summary of the theoretical resultsobtained by our co-workers trying to explain the experimentally observedbehaviour. After the initial geometry had been constructed, geometry opti-mizations at DFT-LDA level using the special basis set for Cu and a DZP basisset for the other atoms were carried out. The tip was placed above one ofthe nitrogen atoms of its respective pyridine group, which in turn centeredabove a copper surface atom, as can be seen in Fig. 5.4 a.). Keeping all copperatoms (surface and tip) fixed, the tip was now raised by 24 steps of 0.25 Å, fullyrelaxing the molecule in each.
The calculations hint that the first pyridine ring forms a single-moleculejunction which is present in a certain distance range between tip and surface.These observations are in line with the general features of the conductancemeasurements in experiment. For a more detailed explanation, see Fig. 5.4 c-f.).
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Figure 5.4: Conformational changes during the process of pulling up themolecule. ∆z = z−z0 is the tip displacement with respect to the initial distanceof the tip to the molecule of z0 = 2.76 Å. a.), b.) Starting geometry includingtip from the top and sideways. c.) The tip is being pulled up and the moleculedetaches. The conductance decreases, which corresponds to A Ï B in Fig.5.1. d.) The bond angle of the pulled-up pyridine ring with the body of themolecule rotates by 90 degrees. The respective bond loses sp-character andthe ring is now bridging to the surface. The conductance increases sharply(point B). e.) The anchoring direct bond breaks, the conductance drops again(point C). f.) The first ring rotates back to its original confirmation, the initialdecline of the conductance continues (beyond point C onwards).
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5.4. Binding energy and forces
Another contribution to the project by the author of this thesis is the calculationand comparison of binding energies and in consequence, also the forces actingon the tip. The analysis was done for the LDA functional and the PBE func-tional including van-der-Waals interactions as introduced earlier. Intuitively,the binding energy EBind used is defined as
EBind(z) = ET+S+M(z)− ES − ET+M (5.1)
with ET+S+M being the energy of the final system, ES the energy of the fullyrelaxed surface alone and ET+M the energy of the fully relaxed tip+moleculealone. Note that the latter geometry can and will be significantly different fromthe orientation of the molecule on the surface. The accuracy of determiningsuch a binding energy suffers from the basis set superposition error (BSSE),a consequence of the finite basis sets used. In short range interactions, thebasis sets will overlap, therefore increase the basis set size and improvethe description of the respective atoms, while this is not possible for largerinteraction distances. There are ex-ante and ex-post ways of correcting forthis error, we choose the popular counterpoise correction [105]. There is nofeature in the Siesta package to correct the BSSE automatically. However, thecode offers to define so-called ghost atoms which do not interact at all, buttheir respective basis functions are still centered at the specified positions.These ghost atoms can be used to calculate the counterpoise correction [106][107].
In order to test the setup and the application of the correction under knowncircumstances, a benzene ring adsorbing on a Cu(110) surface was constructed.We obtained a LDA binding energy of EBind = 1.04 eV, well in line with thetheoretical (EBindtheo = 1.10 eV [108]) and experimental (EBindexp = 1.03 eV [109])literature, previously correcting for a severe overestimation introduced by theBSSE. We are therefore confident to accurately predict the binding energy ofa very similar system as the one shown in Fig. 5.2.
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Figure 5.5: Left: Binding energies for the LDA functional and the PBE func-tional with Grimme-type van der Waals interactions, respectively. Right: Cal-culated forces on the tip with and without the counterpoise correction to theBSSE for both functionals.
Since the geometry optimization steps during retraction of the tip were onlycarried out at LDA level, we were limited to compare the binding energiesof LDA and PBE on these LDA-optimized geometries alone. However, thePBE-vdW results only play the role of additional information, since LDA wasused throughout the whole project. In Fig. 5.5, one can see the bindingenergies of LDA and PBE-vDW, respectively. Also shown are the forcesacting on the tip, which are described by the sum of all forces in z-directionacting on the tip atoms. The forces yet uncorrected and coming straight outof the DFT calculations are available from the code output. However, theex-post counterpoise correction provides only distinct values at each geometrystep, and its force contribution has to be calculated by the use of numericalderivatives. Since the individual displacement between the geometry stepsis rather large (∆z = 0.25 Å), so is the relative error introduced. We showthe obtained forces in Fig. 5.5 with and without the counterpoise correctionapplied. One can see that its effect is significant.
5.5. Short summary
We discussed a project investigating the conformational changes of anoligophenyl molecule when being lifted off a copper surface by an STM tip.The experimentally observed jumps in the conductance could be explainedwith theoretical DFT-LDA calculations showing that one of the pyridine groupsis rotating, bridging to the molecule and forming a single molecule junction.This junction is stable over the range of three Å in the mentioned calculations.Within this thesis, the initial geometry was constructed and for later analysis,
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the binding energies and forces on the tip were determined.
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Chapter6
Results and conclusions
We used a time-resolved transport approach on the basis of the Liouville-vanNeumann equation for the reduced density matrix of the device region. It iscombined with the efficient time-dependent density functional tight bindingin order to make the expensive calculations feasible. As one of the possibleapplications, we analyzed ac transport through molecular junctions and atomicchains in order to gain information about their interaction with external radi-ation. We aimed to improve existing descriptions of the dynamic admittanceand rectification properties of these systems. One major advantage is theexplicit calculation of the time-dependent device potential distribution which isnot captured in the existing frequency domain approaches to the sought-afterquantities.
As for the dynamic admittance, we can easily distinguish between systemsthat act capacitively and such that act inductively. We find that ac transport isdominated by the metallic leads and the dc transmission of the molecule hasonly a very small influence away from the Fermi energy. In comparison tothe current partitioning approach popular in the literature, we show that thecorrection introduced by taking into account the device potential distributionis very large for capacitive systems and a lot less significant for inductivesystems. For the latter, we demonstrate that the agreement between bothapproaches is good if the potential distribution is flat as assumed by thecurrent partitioning, and becomes increasingly worse when the distributionloses its flatness for higher frequencies. As an interesting test system due tovanishing dc current, we show that our methods describes capacitors correctlyand also captures the geometrical capacitance ignored by the popular currentpartitioning approach.
Our description of photon-assisted tunneling is compared to the traditional,but inferior Tien-Gordon theory, which is only valid for small voltages
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and small frequencies, ignores the device potential distribution and falselypredicts a rectified current at vanishing dc bias for symmetric junctions. Ourapproach is not limited by any of these points and therefore vastly improveson Tien-Gordon. Given our experiences with the importance of the potentialdistribution for the dynamic admittance, we now additionally use largervoltages and therefore attribute the large disagreements of the approachesto the significant limitations of Tien-Gordon, especially in the optical regimeand for finite bias. The dc transmission is again not carrying the informationneeded to predict the rectification properties of the systems. We also brieflydemonstrate that a quasi-static approximation to the current is insufficienteven in linear response to analyze higher harmonics and PAT.
In addition, we discussed a project in which a large, flexible, organicmolecule is experimentally lifted off a copper surface using an STM tip. Theconformational changes it experiences lead to characteristic jumps in theconductance, which are well described with time-independent DFT calculations.
Concluding, we show that the time-resolved approach in use fulfills the ex-pectations of improving on the existing descriptions of PAT and the dynamicadmittance. The effect of the time-dependent device potential distribution issignificant, the method itself is fast enough even for systems with over a hun-dred atoms in the device region alone, and the qualitative results are in linewith similar approaches. We therefore offer a way of interpreting experimentsin the high frequency regime (optical). As for admittance properties, these fre-quencies are not yet accessible, while for PAT, the latter has to be identified ina regime where other, additional transport mechanisms play a role. Despitethe difficulties to apply our predictions to the experiment, we offer a contribu-tion to the theory behind the mentioned fields. It is also important to keep inmind that the approach is not limited to ac transport. Bias profiles of arbitraryshape and magnitude can be specified and leave applications like the analysisof transient current responses in large molecular systems to interested users.
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